Last Daily
This is the last issue of the
Spartan Daily to be printed
this semester. Due to final
examinations, the Daily will
not resume publication until
the beginning of the spring
term. Feb. 8.
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Rent Strikes:
8th St. Out,
5th St. In

At the time, the apartments were
owned by Eighth Street Investment Co.
and managed by California Properties,
both of Redwood City.
The new owners of the building made
many immediate improvements,
including the purchase of new beds for
all who needed them.

The situation, the owners concluded,
will be handled legally, through their
attorney. They refused to comment on
whether the tenants would be evicted.
Tenants at 505 S. Fifth St. have decided to move out of their apartments
and rooms during the semester break.
Although they concede that improvements have been made on the structure, they have all agreed to vacate
while refusing to pay their back rent.
The owner of the building said that
the whole thing ( the rent strike) was
"invalid and absolutely irregular."
Tenants of the building went on strike
in October in an effort to force the landlady to make repairs on the structure.
During the time they were striking,
they paid a reduced rent, holding out
some money for repairs.
San Jose housing inspector Val
Brazelton cited the building for several
irregularities. Among the citations
were an illegal kitchen ( converted from
a closet), a substandard apartment
( one foot short of legal ceiling height)
and an illegal kitchen sink.
The owner took the matter to Frank
Brown, chief building inspector. Brown
approved the housing facility over
Brazelton’s head. The illegal kitchen
sink was reclassified as a bathroom
basin.
The owner claims "Brazelton was
exceeding his authority," by citing her
property.

SMASH UNEMPLOYMENTTwenty-seven pickets marched in front of the
County Labor Office yesterday to protest the highest rate of unemployment in the
county and the nation since the early 1960’s. The pickets, mostly Chicano, carried
signs reading "We demand more jobs, make the bosses pay."
-Daily photo by Bill Lovejoy

Nixon Probe Produces
No Further Indictments

By RAY TESSLER
Daily Political Writer
The investigation into the violence
during President Nixon’s Oct. 29 visit to
San Jose has ended, not with a bang but
with a whimper.
Despite the original downpour of preelection claims and counter-claims, the
district attorney’s inquiry has found no
evidence of any crime.
Thus, the four men arrested directly
following the rock-throwing incident at
the San Jose Civic Auditorium remain
the only participants to be prosecuted.
Grand Jury Foreman Ernest Renzel
said in a prepared statement:
"We are satisfied that we have
acquired by investigation those facts
that represent what happened at the
San Jose Civic Auditorium the night of
President Nixon’s visit.

"We are further satisfied that those
identifible persons who committed
crimes have been charged for their
actions. This completes our Grand Jury
investigation."
The low-keyed District Attorney’s
report to Renzel is quite in contrast to
the nationwide furor ignited by a President Nixon’s lambasting of the demonstration.
Former Sen. George Murphy and
Gov. Reagan, in whose benefit the San
Jose speaking engagement was made,
immediately after the protest hit hard
the need for "law and order" to prevent
such incidents.
Sen. Murphy called the demonstrators -anarchists" and claimed that
he would have been "ripped apart" had
he ventured into ranks of the 1500 dissi-

dents mobilized from throughout the
Bay Area.
President Nixon responded to the
near riot in kind, using the violence that
greeted his motorcade as a catalyst for
speeches in support of Republicans
seeking election.
Democrats, wary of numerous close
races between Nixon supporters and
party members, ripped Mr. Nixon’s
speeches as last-minute campaign
scare tactics.
Local radicals charged that the violence had been set up in order to create
a campaign issue by which to boost the
faltering Murphy campaign.
Meanwhile, Rep. Alfred Alquist ( DSan Jose l. urged the Santa Clara
County Grand Jury to put an end to
rumors regarding conspiracy by
launching a probe.
Added to the boiling pot was criticism
that San Jose Police Chief Ray Black more provided inadequate protection
for the President’s limousine as it left
the auditorium, thereby allowing the
brief flurry of rock throwing.
Blackmore, in turn, laid blame with
the Secret Service who, he said,
planned the exit route.
The ensuing investigation by a Grand
Jury subcommittee found that
-evidence presented indicates that
felonies were committed the night of
the Nixon rally."
The District Attorney’s office then
took over the case and Monday night
revealed the results of its investigation
to the Grand Jury.
Nobody new will be prosecuted and
the Grand Jury will not make public the
report on its investigation.

Judicial Seats Open
For Spring Semester
By TERRY FARRELL
Daily Political Writer
What vacation?
Four vacant Judicial seats, an appeal
of three recent decisions concerning the
Langan recall petition, working with a
new Chief Justice, and a case questioning the two-thirds requirement for recall are all part of the headaches awaiting A.S. Judiciary upon their return
from semester break.
Bob Dollar, Frank Haber, and Joel
Espinoza are the three students who
will vacate positions as justices when
the Judicial Selection Committee
makes new selections in early
February. Also, faculty justice Aimee
Sivertsen is due for replacement.
A.S. President Bill Langan filed an
appeal last week with the Dean of Student’s office questioning the reasoning
behind the Judiciary’s nullification of

Starting tomorrow the Resent. Rook Room will be
open every night, except
Saturday, until midnight. On
Saturday the Reserve Book
Room will close at the usual
time. After Jan. 20 it will
close at the usual time.
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Distinguished Professors
Knock Dumke’s Policy

By SUE RAPP
Daily Staff Writer
The two major rent strikes of the
semester are in various stages of limbo.
Both, however, seem to be headed for
an end.
Tenants at 670, 680 and 686 S. Eighth
St. are still striking ( at least some of
them), and have been given three-days
notice to vacate their apartments.
Residents at 505 S. Fifth St. have given
notice that they will all be leaving, but
they have refused to pay back rent.
Tenants of the Eighth Street complex
began their strike in early October.
They decided to pay a reduced rent
until certain repairs were made on the
building.

Mike Buck, A.S. Tenants’ Union Director and a resident of the building
says that the tenants intend to stay until
they are thrown out.
The owners of the striking Eighth
Street complex are, more than anything else, "amazed at the ridiculous
situation." The building was purchased, they say, about three months
ago, without any knowledge that there
was a rent strike going on.
We are doing the best we can," says
the owner, -We have no quarrel with
the striking tenants, but either they
should pay the rent or leave."
The owners say that when they
bought the building, it was meant to be
a profitable investment. Since acquiring it, they have had to invest a
great deal of money, and they can’t
afford not to receive the rent.

Extra Hours

the Election Board invalidation of the
recall petition.
Don DuShane, staff referral agent,
expects an ad hoc committee of students and faculty members to be set up
by late this week. He hopes the committee can organize and review the
case before semester break.
Bo Pitsker became the third Chief
Justice of the fall semester when he
took the chair Jan. 7. Bob Dollar had resigned due to "too many commitments". Dollar took the position on
Nov. 19, when he defeated ex-Chief Justice Roger Olsen by a 5-4 vote.
The only case now on the agenda is a
request from John Merz, last years defeated presidential candidate, for a
ruling on the two -third vote requirement on a recall petition.
The semester’s work has included a
decision by the emergency session

which put Terry Speizer in the chairman’s position on A.S. Council; a constitutional ruling ori the veto power of
the A.S. President; and a nullification
of the Election Board invalidation of the
I,angan recall move.
Judiciary began this Fall’s work on
a depleted note as a decision by the
Chancellor’s office removed student
court’s from jurisdiction in all cases
excepting constitutional interpretation.
This meant that students breaking
College rules were no longer to be tried
by their peers. Instead, the cases involving individuals were turned over to
administrative level.
.Judiciary worked in emergency
session until Nov. 19 when mix-ups
made by the Judicial Selection Committee were straightened out. The court
:net in full session that day and selected
Dollar as Chief Justice.

By PAM STRANDBERG
Daily Political Writer
Sixty-seven state college professors13 from SJShave signed a letter to
Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke, asking
him to re-examine his "autocratic"
policies, the Daily learned yesterday.
What binds the 67 professors together
is they all have received outstanding
professor or distinguished teaching
awards.
The letter of Jan. 11 originated at Los
Angeles State by Dr. Solomon
Diamond, professor psychology.
The professors said, "We have all
been dismayed to witness during the
past year a series of policy recommendations and administrative actions
that have stripped the faculties of
responsibility previously delegated to
them.
-And we are alarmed at the growing
disregard for normal consultative and
advisory processes in favor of
unilateral decisions.
"Autocratic policies pursued by the
central administration have too often
spread to individual colleges."
The chancellor has received the letter
but declined to comment at this time.
The professors from SJS who signed
the letter are: Dr. John W. Aberle, professor of business; Dr. Marion T. Bird,
professor of mathematics; Dr. James
S. Bosco, professor of physical education; Dr. Arturo B. Falba), professor of
philosophy and Dr. John A. Gilbert,
professor of political science.
Othc SJS professors who signed the
tette are: Lois Henderson,
associate professor of English; Dr. Richard
Hartesveldt, professor of biology; Dr.
Theodore C. Hinckley, professor of
history and Dr. Roberta Holloway, professor of English, retired.
Still others are: Dr. Francis F.
Huang, professor of mechanical engineering; Dr. Ralph Parkman, professor of materials science; Dr. Walter
Plant, professor of psychology and Dr.
Gerald E. Wheeler, professor of
history.

Recall Leader
Collects Extra
90 Signatures
Ninety additional recall petition signatures were turned in to the Election
Board yesterday by Andy McDonald,
leader of the movement to recall AS.
President Bill Langan.
The A.S. Judiciary last Thursday
ruled that the board may accept
additional signatures Jan. 11 through
13. That decision, which nullified the
board’s invalidation of the petition, is
currently being appealed by Langan on
charges of improper procedure and
lack of substantial evidence.
Of the signatures collected, 168 were
ruled invalid by the Election Board due
to illegibility and 58 more were needed
to hold the recall election.
Langan’s appeal will be heard by an
ad hoc committee of three faculty and
three students. All but one faculty
member remained to be chosen yesterday afternoon.
The A.S. President stated that his
case should be heard and decided before the end of finals. "This will decide
the matter once and for all," he exclaimed.
Florence Myers, secretary to the
I vean of Students, is currently checking
the A.S. numbers of the illegible signatures. She began checking last week
and as of yesterday had found three,
but had not yet checked these against
the signatures.
Mrs. Myers and another secretary in
the Dean’s office have been the only two
checking the numbers. The other secretary has been ill for the past two days
leaving only one person to run through
21,11011 car&

The professors cited the recent
Fresno State incidents as examples of
"autocratic policies" pursued by the
chancellor’s office that have reached
individual colleges.
The Fresno incident "has had a stunning impact on our faculties," the letter
said.
Fresno State has been troubled with
the controversial firings of 13 teachers
and administrators.
Attention has focused around the
firings of English Department Chairman Eugene Zumwalt and his assistant, Professor Roger Chittick, there.
The two administrators were locked out
of their offices by armed campus
police.
The professors told Chancellor
Dumke, "Do not be blinded by your
interests in the outcome of this or that
particular controversy.
"Do not regard these recurring
controversies, either, as tests of power.
"Before the damage is irreparable,
display a readiness to moderate that
absolutist position which you seem to
have assumed, and which has begun to
affect our campuses.
"None of us will be proud to teach in
an institution in which dissent is

punished and authority is presumed to
be unassailable. Nor can we teach well
if we cannot teach proudly."
The professors said, "It is with something close to desperation that we call
upon you to re-examine your policies,
and as a historian, to look again at the
pages of history."
Owen Broyles, professor of economics, won the distinguished teaching
award but did not sign the letter.
He did not sign it because he did not
think it proper "that individual responsibility and judgment be subordinated
to a vague, group letter."
He said "the distinguished professors
should not be another unnecessary,
unwanted, unprofessional, unscientific
pressure group."
Prof. Broyles also said the Board of
Trustees and the chancellor must
administer the state college system.
"The academicians are not able, and
are not willing to discipline themselves," he asserted.
"It is ridiculous to regard every
retention, tenure, grievance and discipline case as if it were a ’Dreyfus case’
on which depended academic freedom,
the objectives of higher education, and
the welfare of mankind," he concluded.

Dumke Editorial Hit
By Trustee Chairman
E. Guy Warren, chairman of the
board of the California State College
trustees, yesterday attacked editorials
asking for the resignation of state
college Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke.
He rejected the premise of the editorials and concluded they are "misinformed, misleading and damaging to
the well-being of the California State
Colleges."
The editorials, which were instigated
by Spartan Daily student editors,
charged Dr. Dumke with "ineffective
leadership."
Nine of 17 state college newspapers
have or will run the editorial within the
week, Spartan Daily Editor Craig
Turner said.
Trustee Warren insisted the chancellor has been a "strong, effective
leader, and is an outstanding spokesman for the system." Furthermore, he
stressed that Dr. Dumke has "used his
authority wisely."
The editorial accused Chancellor
Dumke of "misusing his power as chancellor and allowing himself to be manipulated by politicians." The chancellor
is appointed by the Board of Trustees,
which is appointed by Gov. Reagan.
Warren defended Dr. Dumke by
saying that during his ( Dumke’s )
tenure as chancellor "the quality of
education in the California State

Colleges has improved steadily, despite
increasing constraints required by
economic and other factors in the state
of California."
According to Turner, it is up to the
chancellor "to put pressure on the
legislature to grant the state colleges
their adequate funding."
Turner chastised the chancellor for
his silence regarding the state budget
freeze which "jeapordizes thousands of
classes."
Warren said a large portion of the
public has lost confidence in the
aehdemic community due to the
"critical period" of violence and
disruption which recently occured
throughout the nation.
"Our job nowstudents, faculty,
administration and trusteesis to
come together in a spirit of cooperation
and mutual support in order to rebuild
public confidence," Warren said.
Turner agreed "one hundred per
cent" with Warren’s plea for unity. But
added, "With Dumke as chancellor we
are unable to achieve that unity."
Public sentiment, Warren stressed, is
now demanding "courageous leadership" and accountability from college’
and university administrations. "In
Chancellor Dumke we have just such an
administrator," concluded Warren.
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CANIPI (1.E..NLINESSOne of the many attractions found on the SJS campus
is the world renowned sea of mud. Particularly amusing is observing students slipping through their natural obstacle course motivated by a mad desire to attend
class.
-Daily photo Iry Ron Burda
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"Freedom of the press is
not an end itself, but a
means to a free society."

Justice Felix Frankfurter
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Editorials

’Freeze’ Realities
II current press reports are right, California’s dual systems of higher education are going to be faced with a fiscal shortage next year that will make the
5iacrifices of the last few years seem luxurious.
Informed, reliable sources disclosed that the budget for the California State
’olleges and the University of California will remain about the same despite
,ubstantial increases in enrollment for 1971-72.
The Board of Trustees requested a $54.3 million increase for the 19 -campus
system, but these sources indicate Gov. Reagan is willing to allow only a $5
million increase over fiscal 1970-71.
With some 22,000 more students expected to be in the state college system
next year than in the present term, an increase of almost 11 per cent, the
quality of education will surely take another dip.
If classes are overcrowded this year, if instructional competency has
’ "ned along with the colleges’ ability to pay reasonable salaries, if extracurricular actR dies have slowed down, if the Educational Opportunity
Program has run into financial roadblocks, if all of this has happened in the
last few years, and it has, then we can only expect things to get worse.
Officials of the state college system, while declining to comment publicly,
seemingly will be forced to adopt enrollment limitations.
Gov. Reagan may finally have killed California’s tradition of providing
higher education to all who can afford it, and at the same time keeping the
costs at a minimum.
The cuts are the direct result of the Reagan administration’s unparalleled
financial ineptitude. The state now faces a $700 million deficit, a deficit the
governor covered up during his successful re-election campaign. During that
campaign. Reagan pledged he would not raise taxes this year.
Another result of the cut may be that the legislature, in a last-ditch attempt
to throw more funds toward the college, will adopt tuition. In that case, the
cure would be as bad as the disease.
As for spring semestereven with the so-called "thaw" in the freeze on
hiring, all indications are that a number of classes will have to be cancelled
although college officials have made no statement either confirming or
denying that fact.
Assuming the freeze was an absolute necessity, which in itself is questionable, the manner in which it was implemented was unduly rigid. Rather
than directing SJS to simply cut back spending by some specific amount of
money and allowing local administrators to determine where the school could
best afford to make cuts in the program, the state Department of Finance
made a general ruling for all colleges with no regard for their individual situations.
As a result, some institutions face problems of staggering proportions which
might have been avoidable had the colleges been allowed to decide locally
where to make emergency cuts.
While the freeze will undoubtedly affect the total educational program
offered at SJS this spring, the long-range effect of budget restrictions like
those inflicted this year and expected for 1971-72, as well as the long-range
implications of the freeze itself, are the important considerations.
The governor has not officially presented his budget as yet. He still can
revise these cruel cuts. The legislature will also have a chance to aid the
colleges by restoring the money.
If these things do not happen, higher education in this state will continue to
decline. Under such circumstances, the best that can be hoped for is a secondrate program.

Bunzel Evaluation

John II. Bunzel has been president of SJS for nearly six months, and it is
almost as difficult to judge him now as it was when he first began the job.
If Dr. Bunzel can be criticized for being a bit distant from the students,
hesitant to challenge the chancellor, overcautious in his rhetoric and traditionalist in his views on educational innovation, he can also be praised for
establishing himself as a definitive leader, re-establishing liaison with the
community and articulating reasonable goals to the community.
It has been a relatively quiet semester, but eventually President Bunzel will
have to come to grips with a heated situation. When that time comes, we will
know to what degree he has adjusted to the campus, how well he can read its
moods.
Dr. Bunzel has been criticized this semester for failing to "communicate"
with students. Any student who tries to make an appointment with him must
compete with the president’s bulging appointment book, it is true, but
problems may very well be on the other side as well. When Dr. Bunzel
scheduled a mass meeting with students in Morris Dailey, only a handful
showed up.
President Bunzel has also been condemned for failing to answer reporters’
questions forthrightly. Dr. Bunzel, on sensitive issues, has been known to
cover his tracks well, but then nearly every public official is guilty of that.
On the other hand, Dr. Bunzel has taken solid stands on the chancellor’s
tenure proposals ( he is for them), the chancellor’s unsettling habit of intervening in campus affairs ( "Don’t override me; fire me"), and student governments (on last week’s RTNC "Update" show, Dr. Bunzel called it "a Mack
Sennet comedy").
If Dr. Bunzel has been a little more conservative on academic matters than
many of us would like him to be, his position is not inflexible, nor does it totally
exclude student participation and faculty governance.
The president’s greatest challenge, however, lies in dealing with Chancellor
Glenn S. Dumke, who rolls over college presidents with impunity. Dr. Bunzel
seemingly chose to avoid confrontation with him. While warning the chan.ellor on overriding presidential action, Dr. Bunzel refused to condemn Dr.
Dumke’s action in the Kurzweil case, an omission we find distressing.
There is a point when "avoiding confrontation" becomes "selling out." We
do not imply that Dr. Bunzel has done that; he is far from that point. But we
hope he realizes that it is there just the same, and continues to avoid it.

You say you took Electrical Engineering 155 from Prof. Kurzweil and Psych. 5 from
Prof. Rutherford, and now you think the army’s preparing a file on you?
You say you joined SDS in calling for the removal of Dr. Gilbaugh, and he’s the only
one teaching that Ed 212 class you need to graduate next semester?
You say you got a lot of publicity for leading that rent strike last semester and now
the only landlord who’ll rent you a place is on Reed and 26th sireet?
You say you signed that Langan recall petition and notice that those reader’s initials
you get back on your Poli.Sci. papers are
You say you discovered that you need English 1B to graduate next semester and due
to the budget freeze there’s only going to be one section offered in the spring?
You soy you pre-registered for Econ 1B next semester and then your would-be
professor was denied tenure?
You say you really impressed that vice-president from the Bank of America on
campus interview day, and as he walks you back to your car he sees that Free Angela
sticker on your bumper? Well cheer up fella, things could be worse...next semester.

Staff Comment

Teacher Evaluation Procedures
By PAM STRANDBERG
An undisclosed number of teachers
have recently lost their jobs at SJS. Are
they good teachers or bad ones? At
least one dean who evaluated more
than 100 of them doesn’t know.
Dr. Dudley T. Moorehead, Dean of the
School of Humanities, evaluated more
than 100 teachers for retention and
tenure in three days.
In a letter to Dr. Hobert W. Burns,
academic vice president, he said, -Does
anyone really believe I know Keserich,
Lohr, Kraut, Yang, Stoker, or Weir, ----or
Weirdor 50 more of the 100 plus of

Guest Room

Censored
Ed. note: The following is reprinted from
an editorial in the Dec. 28 edition of the
National Observer.
The freedom of the academy is central
to its function. There can be no excellence in higher education if the campus
is not constantly refreshed by the open
exchange of ideas. Thoughts may be
provocative, absurd, or genuinely irrelevant, but they must never be unthinkable or denied peaceful outlet.
In recent years the chief threat to
academic freedom has come from the
Left, which, with monumental intolerance, has disrupted the intellectual
atmosphere at scores of colleges and
universities. But there is another threat
to one particular area of academic
freedom that merits public concern.
The threat lies in the Federal tax laws
that permit exemptions for most universities on the condition that the universities refrain from -any political
campaign on behalf of, or in opposition
to, any candidate for public office."
This condition apparently applies not
only to an institution as a whole, but to
the newspapers published by students.
Almost all college newspapers
receive some assistance from the school
administration, either in direct financial
aid or in the use of offices and equipment provided by the college. Because
of such assistance, the Internal Revenue
Service believes that under the law the
student newspapers must not engage in
the partisan political activity forbidden
to the colleges.
Thus the student journalists are given
a hard choice. They must either end their
partial financial reliance on the school
administrationin which case most
college newspapers would quickly fold
up --or surrender their freedom to
engage in political debate.
Neither alternative is tenable. It
would seem a relatively simple matter
to exempt student publications from the
political prohibitions in the tax laws.
Congress should take steps in that
direction early in 1971.
EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry
section of the editorial page offers students and faculty a chance to express
their views on campus, local, national or
international issues. Space is allowed to
encourage written debate on such current affairs. Contributions to Thrust and
Parry must not exceed 250 words, must
be typewritten, double spaced within 40space margins and properly signed with
the writer’s name and faculty or ASB
number. The Daily will not print letters
which are libelous, in poor taste or
include a personal attack. The editor
reserves the right to edit or cut letters to
conform to space limitations and to
cease publication of letters dealing with
subjects he believes have been
exhausted.

600 I administer?
"I read the dossiersmostly I found
them to be full of unadulterated crap."
Dr. Moorehead went on to explain the
difficulties he had in evaluating departmental personnel committee reports
and conflicting student lettersespecially in the three days he was allotted.
What brought about the dean’s
problems are recent changes in
personnel procedures.
In the past, the dean sat on school
personnel committees and evalLvited
teachers along with the rest of the committee. He made no special or individual
evaluation.
Under the new procedures, the dean
has to make a separate evaluation and
report on each teacher to be considered.
Another change in the procedures
makes it necessary for the department
chairman to make a separate evaluation. Previously, he sat on the departmental personnel committee and
evaluated the teachers collectively with
the rest of the committee.
The result of these changes is that the
dean does not have enough time to
evaluate his teachers in the allotted
retention and tenure time. The time was
adequate under the old procedures, but
it is not satisfactory under the new ones.
The strange thing is that all this wos
done in the name of -an ongoing effort
to upgrade the faculty," according to Dr.
Rex Burbank, assistant to the academic
vice president.
Dr. Burbank said the changes were
not the result of tougher procedures recently laid down by the trusteesbut
changes made by the college.
The administrator said the retention
and tenure processing time would probably be extended next year. He admitted that Dr. Moorehead probably had
a bad time handling all the evaluations
this year.
The administration is right to try to
upgrade the faculty, both for reasons of
academic excellence and to keep the
chancellor out of local campus affairs.
On the other hand, when changing procedures means that teachers are given
blind evaluations, the faculty is not
being upgraded.
When a good teacher is thrown out
because he didn’t complete his
doctorate degree by an inflexible date,
again the faculty is not being upgraded.
The worst part of all this is that the
rules were changed without sufficient
notice. That is the kind of game Chancellor Dumke plays.

Poetry

Indian Boy
I was robbed by the other,
so that he could get ahead.
Kidnapper of my women,
burglar of my land,
thief of my spirit.
"Jest makin’ progress, all that he said.
I was used by another,
so that he could get ahead.
Make the big time, my friend,
and rather soon,
you too will be dead.
I was killed by my brother,
so that he could get ahead.
I was unacceptable,
because of my outlook,
my hair,
my beads,
my clothes,
and because I was red.
John Cohen
Graduate Student

By RENEE BAYER
Is A.S. President Bronco Bill here to
represent the students or the community? If he weren’t so worried about
his image among members of the community, perhaps, just perhaps, maybe
something would be accomplished
during his administration.
Many students have told me, "if one
doesn’t do anything, he certainly can’t
get in any trouble." While this premise
may be true, doesn’t it also follow that if
one doesn’t do anything, he certainly
can’t be praised for it?
The recall coordinators were justified
in their attempts to recall only one
person, Bill Langan. Mike Buckley is to
be commended for his performance as
A.S. Treasurer as well as his guiding
hand behind the Richie Havens concert,
which proved to be a financial success.
Vice-president Terry Speizer, who has
done as good a job as con be expected
while chairing council, has also played
his role well. I believe Terry has displayed .leadership qualities which will
never be given a chance to be exhibited
since Bill wants no one to show him up.
I could only feel sorry for Terry when
David Long questioned him as to the
firing of Paula Thompson, recording
secretary. After receiving pressure from
his superior, Langan, what could Terry
do other than open up the position?
Otherwise, Bill would not only make
things hard for Terry, but harder for
council as a whole. Doesn’t it seem
easier to just comply with a paranoid,
power -crazed man’s wishes rather than
be harassed by him the rest of the school
year? Terry- I only hope the Lord gives
you more strength.
The beginning of the year proved
council to be predominately liberal
what happened? Rather than have the
legislative branch accomplish more than
the executive branch. Billy picked out a
certain factionolized group, offered
them "power and wealth," and they
joined his "do-nothing administration." I
can only have pity on those few Chicanos who must have no ideological
political beliefs.
Oh well; council has done very little
this semester besides pass out money,
and the majority of that was through
intimidation by the Chicanos, as well as
the blacks. Now Bill wants to add black
and Chicano cultural programs in next
year’s budget, not only so he can get the
budget approved, but .colso so the blacks
and Chicanos will come up with something else to intimidate ’council.
Why do you think Mike Buck and
Dennis Edmundson were fired? Bill
promised Dennis that his would be an
open administration. Is there one person
left up in the A.S. offices with different
political beliefs than Mr. Langan? If so,
he probably won’t be there for long.
Buck got some good programs going,
besides organizing the all-night party,
which Langan had to veto, because the
students might have had some fun and
decide they wanted more activities like
it in the future. Last week, I was supposed
to do a story on Bill’s action program for
the coming semester. The day I was to
do the story, it was delayed a day, but I
was told, "It will be a great semester." I
was told an executive council will be
formed to meet once a week so that
everyone will know exactly what is
going on, plusthere will be all types of
programs. I have yet to see a good
program originated and planned by Bill.
Several students have brought up the
possibility of abolishing student government altogether as has been done at
Sonoma State. If no one is going to do
anything except spend student money,
then why not? SJS President John Bunzel
compared student government too Mack
Sennett comedy, and he’s right. But has
he ever thought of intervening and
offering some help? We’re all here to
learn, isn’t that right?
Bill has urged dorm students as well
as others to become involved in student
government. If you promise not to do
anything and make Bill look good in the
community, you may be lucky and
receive work-study fundseasiest job
you’ll ever have.
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Finding That One Book Difficult
Despite A Half-Million Choices

Squaw Valley

Queen Reigns Over Carnival

CHERYLE BROWN
"Cul Believe !Woo"

LINDA CATANIA
"Opportunity
for Togetherness"

Cheryle Brown, a 22year -old law enforcement major from Oakland, is queen of the 1971
Winter Carnival, Jan.
24-29 at Squaw Valley.
As queen she will receive an all -expense
paid trip to the Carnival
and will be the official
hostess at all activities.
The princesses are
Linda Catania, 21, a
senior home economics
major; Gail Rapanut,
20, a junior photo
journalism major; Janine Stanhope, 20, a
junior English major
and Debbie Whittimore,
18, a freshman law enforcement major.
Members of the Winter Carnival Committee
agreed that making the
choice was a difficult
one. Patra Nesseth,
Winter Carnival Queen
Selection Chairman, explained, "We ( the Winter Carnival Committee) had a good group to
choose from. The contestants were enthusiastic and willing to contribute to a better Winter
Carnival."

News Review

Soledad Knifing
Compiled From Associated Press
SOLEDADA Soledad prison guard was slashed Tuesday
in the third knifing incident in four days at the maximum
security facility.
Prison authorities said officer Alan L. Jones, 33, was cut
with a sharp object along the side of the face as he distributed razors and mirrors to inmates. He was treated for
superficial wounds.
Officials said an inmate was being questioned but no
charges had been filed.
On Monday guard Perry D. Settlemoir, 26, was stabbed
with a sharp tool in the left chest and behind one ear. Officials
said the stabbing occurred after a pottery class had broken
up.
Last Saturday prison guards used plastic pellets in shotguns to break up two fights in a shower room, in which one
inmate was stabbed.
Later that day 16 prisoners were quelled with tear gas and
shotgun pellets after a brawl occurred in the dining hall.

Lodge Denounces Hecklers
SAN FRANCISCOHecklers who disrupted a speech
Monday by Henry Cabot Lodge at Stanford University were
not practicing free speech but were acting on emotion, Lodge
said yesterday.
Two persons face disciplinary charges and student body
presidents offered apologies after the disturbance Monday
night.
About 150 demonstrators shouting "fascist pig" and other
epithets clapped hands and shouted pro -Viet Cong slogans to
keep Lodge from speaking on the United Nations to an
audience in another campus building.
"I don’t know how these children are going to survive in
this world if they refuse to learn anything about it," Lodge
told a news conference in San Francisco, prior to hearings by
the President’s Commission for the United Nations and a
speech at a civic luncheon.
"Standing up in unison and shouting obscenities is not free
speech," said Lodge, who has served as U.S. ambassador to
the United Nations, South Vietnam and the Paris peace talks.
Lodge said the incident was the first of its kind he had ever
experienced at an American university.
"They’re afraid of the truth. All through history people like
this want to take over." Lodge, now President Nixon’s
personal representative to the Vatican, said Monday night.

Winter
Carnival
Chairman, Larry Lundberg stated, All five of
the girls were great. I
hope as many students
as possible take advantage of the discounts
available. Winter Carnival is designed to get
SJS students together to
have fun and relax from
finals. Its a good way to
meet people and have a
good time.
Tickets are still on
sale in the Student Affairs Business Office.

DEBBIE WHITTIMORE
"Exciting Experience"

GAIL RAPANUT
"Looking Forward
To Winter Carnival"

JANINE STANHOPE
"For Those
Who Don’t Ski Also"

Stanford President
To Address Grads
Dr. Richard W. Lyman,
president
of
Stanford
University, will address the
SJS 1971 winter graduating
class on Friday, Jan. 22, at
the Santa Clara County Fairgrounds Pavillion.
He will speak on "Thought
and Actions."
More than 2,000 students
will be eligible for graduation at the end of the fall
semester. This includes
about 350 students who will
receive their master’s
degrees.
Dr. Phil W. Barrett, Foot-

hill Presbyterian Church,
will present the invocation
with the Rev. Marilynn
Gazowsky, the Voice of
Pentecost, San Francisco,
concluding the program with
benediction.
The commencement program will begin at 7:30 p.m.
Dr. Lyman became Stanford’s seventh president in
September of 1970. The
former history professor
prt.viously held the positions
of provost and vice-president
at Stanford before accepting
the presidential appointment.

By VIC JANG
Daily Staff Writer
There are, it is estimated,
about 512,000 books in the
SJS library, more than
enough for every single
student attending this institution.
Many
students
feel,
however, that finding one
particular book out of that
512,000 in that library is next
to impossible.
This is the time of year
when many a student,
thristing for knowledge, and
usually a little behind with
term papers, rushes into the
library stacks with an ulcer
in his gut and fire in his eye
determined to spend the next
24 hours saving his grade (or
his life depending upon how
much he cares).
The following calamities
generally befall him before
he gives up:
He suffers a cardiac
seizure after running back
and forth three miles
laterally and 4,000 feet up
and down in search of books
on sail yachting which are
located in three different
rooms.
He assumes he knows his
way around the library,
which he really does not,
gets lost and starves to death
before rescue parties can
find him.
He follows directions
perfectly, walks to the very
exact shelf he should and
finds to his amazement, a
book he was looking for last
semester, maybe a few
books that he has always
wanted to read, but not the
book he desperately needs.
If he is smart and determined he will walk over to
the yellow colored sorting
shelves on that floor to
search among the books that
are in but not yet shelved.
He will find books stacked
two-deep on the shelves and
piled on the floor. After going
through all of them he will
not find his book among
them.

Fertado, Pettier Head Daily
Frank Fertado, a junior
journalism major from Antioch, and Charles Pettier, a
senior advertising major
from Orinda, have been
tentatively selected to lead
the Spartan Daily next
semester as editor and
advertising
manager,
respectively.
Both are 21 and both are
transfers from Diablo Valley
College in Concord.
Fertado has been assistant
editor of the Daily during the
present semester. In the
spring, 1970 term, he was a
political reporter.
The new editor, who was
elected by a majority of the
Spartan Daily reporting
staff, has worked professionally for the Antioch
Daily Ledger and the Pittsburg ( Calif.) Post-Dispatch.

Still determined, he will
scout the desks and tables
high and low in the surrounding area. After two hours
doing this, he will run down
to the circulation desk, look
on the book carts, and when
he does not find his book
there something will snap.
He will laugh and giggle
and be carted away in a
happy truck. His book of
course will have been in the
stacks all the time, misplaced by a mere three or
four shelves one way or the
other...of course, he had no
way of knowing that.
Library personnel freely
admit that the bookstacks
are a mess at this time of
year, the reason is very
simple, that more books are
coming in than can be
shelved.
At this time of year, about
4,000 books a day, or 32,000
books a week come in. About
11,200 books are not checked
out but are taken off the
shelves
without
being
replaced or are misplaced.
If the 14 student shelvers,
working 192 assigned man
hours call shelve 230 books
an hour and do nothing else
but shelve, there would be no
problem, but the average
shelver can only shelve
about half that amount, and
they have to do other things
and so the mess builds.

This
year,
notes
circulation department head
Ralph Morse, the slack-off in
outs,
normally
check
expected towards the end of
year,
has
not
occurred,
the
so as books fall due at the
same time a bigger than
ever deluge is expected.
Add to this, the fact that
the 25 per cent cutback
across the board on student
help has deprived the circulation department of about
100 man hours this year that
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CHARLES PETER
Daily Ad Manager

FRANK FERTADO
New Daily Editor
Pettier, who was elected
by the advertising staff, graduated from Campolindo
High School in Moraga,
Calif. His advertising experience includes one semester
on the Daily.

XEROX
COPIES
Free Collating S 7 Colors
Legal, 3 Hole Punched Paper

FREE COPIES WITH THIS All
LANCER COPY SERVICE
484 E. San Carlos St.
287-7550
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!Largest Selection of Guitars in Town

FOLK GUITAR

$4.00

What

per month and up

440,9
2.41,41

is
God?
SPECIAL!
Come to this
Christian Science Lecture

’I, hr. Private Guitar
Lessons Reduced

"Christianity is for
Today"
by Howard H. Irwin of
The Christian Science
Board of Lectureship.
3 p.rn. Sunday, January 24. John Muir Junior High School, 1260
Branham Lane. Sponsored by the Second
Church of Christ Scientist, San Jose.

from $15 to S10
for the First Month.
5161 Stevens Creek Rd. at Lawrence Station Rd.
across from Futurama Bowl) 248.9858
84 E. San Fernandonext to Western Union Off Ice
(between 2nd RI 3rd.)
298-5404
*-41.1942****-1979.71U9414.111.1*******

10%
Discount

5.

it had last year, and you
have.. .a mess
"It would help if students,
when they take books off the
shelves, either put them
back exactly where they got
them, or at least leave therm
on the tables," commented
Morse.
The shelvers themselves,
have developed particular
dislikes for certain types Of
students and readers who
have a propensity to leave
their shelves in disarray

For Students
And Faculty

The appointments are subject to confirmation by College President John H.
Bunzel, upon the recommendation of the All-College
Communications Board.

1. New cars starting from $1,795.00.
2. Over 100 quality, guaranteed domestic and
foreign used cars.
3. Complete lease program. (New cars under
$50.00 monthly).
4. Complete rental service $6.00 daily, 6c a
mile, "Free Gas".
5. Complete body and fender-foreign and
domestic -free estimates. Loaners available.
6. Complete transmission service -standard
and automatic-overhauled for as little as
S99.50.
7. Expert tune up service-domestic and foreign
for as little as S5.95 labor.
8. Lowest rates on all general mechanical repair, all makes and models.

* Star Motor Imports
375 So. Market

286-6500

Retired General Indicted
WASHINGTONRetired Army Gen. Carl C. Turner,
formerly the Army’s top law enforcement officer, was
indicted Tuesday on charges of unlawfully obtaining more
than 400 guns from the Chicago Police Department and for
evading $16,000 in federal income taxes.
Atty. Gen. John Mitchell said a 13-count indictment against
Turner was returned in U.S. District Court in Richmond, Va.
Turner, a retired major general, was Army provost
marshal general from July 1, 1964, to Oct. 31, 1968. He also
was chief U.S. Marshall under Mitchell between March 5,
1969, and Sept. 2, 1969.
Turner was barred from his Justice Department post and
stripped of the Distinguished Service Medal given him by the
Army when he retired in 1968 after becoming a central figure
in a congressional investigation of graft in Army service
clubs.
The indictment charged Turner with unlawfully solicitingl
gifts of 423 firearms from the Chicago Police Department by
telling the department they were for use by the United States.
During a hearing of the Senate Investigating subcommittee
in 1969, Turner admitted selling at least 22 of the weapons for
personal profit.

FRENCH BICYCLE
RACING SHIRT
Have you been to The Other Room? That’s
Grodins place for all the looks that move
like this genuine imitation of a Frenchman’s
racing shirt. Skinny knit made by Forum of
Treviras and cotton. $13.
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Bring this ad in and
receive two punches
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Almaden Fashion Plaza -- Valley Fair Center San Antonio Center
Fremont Fashion Center. Shop Monday through Friday nights.
Valley Fair Sunday noon to 5.
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Operation SHARE

PSAtells
San
where

A Personal Experience

By STEVE S11 I-. soN
Daily Feature Editor
The ’Operation SHARE’
sign over the barracks had
been visible to me since 1967,
but this fall it penetrated me.
I was moved to do something.
’ I opened the door, physically easy to do, but
demanding a commitment.
Immediately I was greeted
by friendly smiles and an
invitation
to
coffee.
SHARE’s first gospel was
being practiced fr iendliness.
Over coffee with two acid free sugar cubes, Jan Hines
explained the program to
me. "SHARE is being a
friend and a tutor to a child
on a one-to-one basis."
Having been easily convinced of the program’s
merits and worthwhileness, I
peeded a child. School, age,
’nationality, sex and individual needs contributed in
deciding who my child would
be.
Gil Solano, director of
SHARE, suggested Washington Elementary, a downtown
San Jose school with many
special problems and students needing individual
motivation. As I checked
through the more than 50
names, every one literally
cried for help.
One, however, caught my
eye. A remark on the slip
said. He has a tendency to
,be mischievious." His name
is Donald Machado, 8. He’s
in third grade and is one of
nine children in a bilingual
family.
His teacher’s name is Mrs.
. Sue Bratt, and I was to meet
her at Washington the
following Wednesday. That
day I had no idea I might see
Donald. I only knew Mrs.
Bra tt was supposed to be in
: her classroom at 12:30.
She wasn’t there. I wandered around the corner for
a minute, and when I came
back. a little Mexican American boy was there
with a basketball. It hit me
the boy might be Donald
and I gave him a supercheerful greeting.
In a barely audible voice,
he informed me -I’m
Donald._
replied. "Hi, my name is
Steve I will be your tutor.
We’ll be studying together.
We’ll be doing a lot of playing together, too. In fact,
let’s not wait for your
teacher. Let’s go play
basketball.
So we went over to the
basket. Of eight shots each,
’Donald made two. I made
none.
Other boys joined us. When
the bell rang, we began
walking back to class. I felt
something at my hand. A
little black boy wanted to
hold it. Then my other hand
was grabbed by a smiling
Chicano boy, who squeezed
in between Donald and me.
You can read all you want
about how much young
children need someone, but
until a young boy reaches for
your hand, you’ll never truly
sense he wants someone like

Donald’s teacher gave me
a list of things Donald
needed work on. I couldn’t
believe what headed the
list --Teach him the alphabet( remembered when I
was in first grade. I told
Miss Vivian I only knew
the alphabet up to Z. I really
didn’t know if there were
letters after Z or not, but,
Donald, in the third grade,
didn’t know the first three
letters.
’rhe first time I went over
to Donald’s house, a young
boy came running toward
me. "Hi, Donald," I said.
"My name is not Donald,
I’m Daryle." I blushed in my
mistake, but then I realized
Daryle needed a friend, too,
and so he joined us every
week. Then Donald came
bounding in.
We meet every Sunday
from 1:30 to 5 p.m. Every
week is an experience which
could be transformed into a
long story.
Some of the things we have
done are:
Hunted for gold fish
down at the creek. Of course,
we had no fishing poles or

I didn’t.
--Climbed Eagle Rock on
a visit to Alum Rock Park.
The kids’ idea, of course.
They vkere at the top first. I
had to stop every so often to
let the flab settle.
- Threw snowballs at cars
on Mt. Hamilton. We also
slid down a small slope on
makeshift sleds. I either won
the battle to see how much
snow could leak into our
pants from falling down, or I
had an accident.
Saw Santa Claus at the
Operation SHARE Christmas party. "What do you
want for Christmas?" the
Mexican-American
Santa
asked. "Anything I can get,"
said Daryle.
Saw and smelled the animals at the San Francisco
Zoo. Donald remarked that
the male mandrill looked
funny with his blue and red
face and rump. "The monkey probably thinks you look
funny, too," commented a
black lady standing nearby.
Her lesson was one of a few
Donald and Daryle learned,
understood and lived.
Once, while walking on the
railroad tracks drinking
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THREE CLIMBERSDaryle, David and Dsillald look back
%%here they have been on their climb up to where they are
going. A young boy sees a tree or hill and he wants to climb it.
He also wants to climb the mountain of life, but sometimes he
needs someone to help him,
nets, and naturally, we
didn’t catch any. But we had
fun together.
Played football at the
"big college." ( SJS, no less)
Played football, toured
the Japanese Tea Gardens,
visited the San Jose Zoo,
caught two crawdads in the
creek and slid down a cardboard box on the cement
slope under a bridge near
Happy Hollow.
Played football at Calero
Dam where we also saw a
flying water skier break his
leg. He had to make a quick
landing when he ran out of
water.
Went swimming on a
’old day in a semi-clean part
of Coyote Creek. They did.

Los Angeles. Hoilyw000
Burbank, and Ssr,
’ Diego. So go. From
San Jos.. Call your
campus MP, your
travel agent, of PSA.

gives you a lift.

RAY OF HOPETwo friends, Dave (left) and Donald
i right), walk along the creek at Alum Rock Park. Operation
SHARE helps shed light and meaning into a child’s life. The
tutor tries to instill a personal worth in a child who sometimes feels no one cares. Someone does, he who SHARES.
-Photos by Steve Swenson
colas, Daryle, threw his
empty can off to the side. I
asked him to pick it up and
carry it to a trash can.
He objected that there was
already so much garbage on
the ground, but he got the
point when I told him that is
why he should use a litter
can. Both have used one ever
since, and even told their
friends, too.
Another time Donald
shouted, "Last one to the
football field is a nigger!" I
promptly explained moral
lesson No. 1.
"There are all kinds of
people," I began. "They are
all as important as you and I.
I could call you a dirty snick,
but as a human being you deserve dignity and respect,
not rank or ridicule. Well, so
do all people, blacks,
browns, reds and whites. We
are all in this world together."
Instantly, Donald substituted the word "rotten
egg." At any rate, I learned
from the children that they
will do what is right if someone explains why it is right. I
felt the kids deserved more
than "Don’t ever say that
again."
At other times the two boys
displayed the perception of a
poet. During an intrajournalism
department
basketball game, Daryle
pointed out how remarkable
it is that no one fought. For a
fifth grader, that is remarkable, when grown men still
fight wars.
Donald gave me a bag of
candy from his collections of
Halloween night. I said.

"Why thank you, Donald.
You did.i’t have to do that."
"I know. I just like you,"
he shyly smiled.
Though it seems I haven’t
paid too much attention to ’
school work, be assured that
every Sunday we play
education too. After four sessions, Donald brightly exclaimed,
"A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J,K,L,M
N,D,P,Q,R,S,T,U,V,W,X,Y,Z.

Eat, Drink, and
be Merry
Delicious Food
Excellent Wine,
Free Entertainment
Thurs. - Sun.
WINE CELLAR
50 UNIVERSITY AWE
OLD TOWN
LOS GATOS
354-4808

RED BARN HAMBURGERS
HAS
24% MORE BEEF THAN
McDonalds or Burger

ejal7barty Sale
MC-3 New Cold Relief Capsule

Reg. Price $169 Our Price S7.35
111.01d Spice Shaving Mug wisoap
Our Price $175

Shick Injector Plus Platinum Razors
Reg. Price $2.89 Our Price $1,83
Soft & Dry Anti-perspirant
Reg. Price $1.85 Our Price $1.48
Listerine Toothpaste (2 for 1)
Reg. Price .79 Our Price
.69
II Beauty Bouquet Foaming Bath Oil
Reg. Price $1.19 Our Price .96
111Easy Day Feminine Deodorant Spray
Reg. Price $1.49 Our Price $1.19
111 Mennen Skin Bracer
Reg. Price $1.25 Our Price .99
111Lektro Hair Set
Reg. Price $1.50 Qi_Jr Price $1.20
Coffee Mugs and Glasses At Low, Low Prices!

Chef
Now at

At the Red Barn,
you get a Meal
That Fills The Bun

RED BARN
250 Santa Clara

Bantam
Discount
92 So. First St.
Open Mon -Sat. 10:30 am- 5:30 pm.

Contemporary Psychoanalysts
In Action
PERLS-BERNS-SCHUTZ-GREENWALD
Jan. 19th & 20th
7:30 Schutz and Peels Films
9:30 Berne and Greenwald Films
San Jose Women’s Club, 75 S. 11th
Jan. 25th & 26th
7:30 Schutz and Penis Films
9:30 Berne and Greenwald Films
Cubberly High School, Performing
Arts Theater, 400 Middlefield Rd. P.A.
Single Showing: Gen. S2.00 Students S1.50
Complete Series: Gen. $3.50 Students S2.75
Tickets Available at Student Affairs Of ficc

FREE BOOKLET
COMPUTER

CAREERS
COI -An
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tI Control Data Corp
makers of the world’s
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Answers your questions
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Job Opportunities
Starting Salaries
Career Advancement
Training Opportunities

BANK of AMERICA
is right up
your street.
Our Second and San Carlos office is handy to the campus.
But that’s not the only advantage of baiiking with us.

CONTROL DATA
INSTITOIF

We’ll give you counsel in financial matters. Just drop in
and see our Student Relations Officer, Mark Osborne.
We also have an outside walk-up window for your
convenience that’s open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday
thru Thursday; and from

An

9 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Friday.
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Second and San Carlos Office
330 South 10th Street
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Play Review

’Three-For -All’ Delightful Trio
Album Review

’Gula Matari’

By WAYNE SALVATORE
Special to the Daily
A new, fresh kind of creative thinking has been employed by Quincy Jones in a
recent album entitled "Gula
Matari." His rhythmic technique is orten simple but is
built upon "feeling."
Quincy Jones has been extremely popular in and
around Hollywood circles for
years. He has written music
for albums, TV shows, you
name it, and more albums.
Much of his popularity can
be accredited to films such
as "The Pawnbroker" and
"Mirage." Quincy’s scores
are full of blues. It’s hard to
imagine a singer or moviemaker who hasn’t had Jones’
arrangements to fall back
upon.
"Hummin", composed by
Nat Adderley during a visit
to Muscle Shoals in November, 1969, is an example of
the imaginative fusing of
elements common to both
jazz and R&B.
SOLO SOUND
On this tune, basalt Major
Holley uses a solo sound
(achieved by singing in unison octaves over his arco
bass single line) that will
sound completely new to a
whole generation of people
who never heard Slam
Stewart, the man who
created the technique in the
first place.
Quincy’s utilization of
black female voices clearly
defines his interpretation of
the Simon and Garfunkel
song,
"Brindge
Over
Troubled Water." The
beautiful solo by Miss
Valerie Simpson shows a
unique sensitivity only
reached by gospel-oriented
singers.
MUSICIANS
Only the best musicians
are present in this cornasition. Freddie Hubbard

Drama
Winner
The Drama Department
has announced that Dennis
Conroy, junior drama major,
has won the 48th Dorothy
Kaucher Oral Interpretation Contest.
Conroy was awarded 850
for his seven-minute presentation of the poem "The
Creation" by James W.
Johnson and selections from
the play "Inherit the Wind"
by Lawrence and Lee.
Finals judges were Dr.
Marion Richards and Dr.
James Jacobs of the English
Department
and
Dr.
Clarence Flick of the Drama
Department.
This is the 21st year this
contest has been held in
honor of Miss Kaucher, a
former oral interpretation
instructor at SJS.

III trumpet, Hubert Laws,
flute, Eric Gale, guitar, Ray
Brown, bass, and Grady
Tate on drums are just some
of the old pro-fundamentalists Quincy tends to rely
on. Even Milt Jackson from
The Modern Jazz Quartet
lends a helping hand on the
vibes.
All the contemporary attitudes of the future are found
in Quincy’s African-oriented
original, Gula Matari. It reaffirms that creative players
are willing to explore new
ideas and broaden their already secure identities.

By CHRIS LESLIE
highly humorous patter on
Daily Entertainment Writer his refusal to accept
A Three -For -All," with monetary reward for all the
no holds barred, ran for two "wisdom" he was imparting
evenings this weekend.
to his friends.
’rhe audience experienced
Written as a curtain
all the emotions from raiser, the play, complete
rollicking laughter to sheer with a curly coiffed, lilac
terror when the drama de- lace and tights clothed vallet
partment presented three chasing the wife’s lover
student -directed one act across the stage, was a deplays in the College Theatre lightful piece of farcial
Friday and Saturday nights. comedy.
Opening with Moliere’s
This was followed by "The
farce, -The Jealous Hus- Curve" by the modern
band," the audience was put German playwright Tankred
in a receptive mood with a Dorst. This recently translong-haired
ballet-practic- lated, somber play is the
ing, lace and pink taffeta story of two brothers who
clothed husband played by must see to it that traffic
Joseph Allen, his party accident victims do not live
loving wife played by Kath- to claim their wrecked autoleen Steffen, and a scholar mobiles.
who spurts tongue twisting
Although the play dragged
soliloquies on his accom- a bit in the middle, the
plishments and vast know- audience
inbecame
ledge.
creasingly still as they reaCecil 0. Pendleton, as the lized that the highway comscholar, did a remarkable missioner would not be
job with his rapid, senseless allowed to return to his desk

’Say Goodbye’ Tells Story
Of Man’s Wanton Destruction
By SANDY ROOKAIRD
Daily Staff Writer
-Say Goodbye," an hourlong television wildlife
special which appeared Friday night, was at the same
time, the most beautiful and
frightening production ever
to appear on television.
Expert photography managed to record the personality, uniqueness, even
magnificense, of
each
animal seen through the
camera lens, while dramatically exposing the violence and wanton destruction by man.
When it ended I was
ashamed to be human.
The production carried
you up and down the scale of
emotion as you watched
breathlessly the birth of a
lion cub, heard a teen-age
girl tell in her own words of

the tragic plight of the pelican and viewed in slow
motion a prairie dog spun off
the ground by a highpowered rifle shelland died
with him his drawn-out, tortured death.
Rod
Husky -voiced
McKuen narrated a strong
script, his soft-spoken delivery a perfect foil for the
natural beauty and shocking
violence of the production.
The show illustrated
succinctly the difference
between killing for survival
and man’s killing out of
gluttony, for a trophy, for
ego-satisfaction or, for all inthings,
comprehensible
pleasure.
Picture in your mind the
snows of the arctica polar
bear, white as the icy
environment he inhabits,
playing in the freezing

’Sisyphus’

As Never Before
in -Understanding."
Fortunately, Lydia has a
tighter, more cohesive group
playing with her than Joplin
ever did. Although the
repertoire has changed
slightly since the first
album, it has nonetheless
improved.
GREAT BRASS
Mic Gillette, Danny Hull,
and Larry Jonutz form one of
the most impressive brass
sections of any rock group.
With a white -gone -black
style, a new drummer, and a
few additions or corrections,
the group performs and
sounds like never before.
Cold Blood can bet seen in
San Francisco at the Fillmore or other various night
spots around the town. They
are a pleasure to hear as
most people who’ve had the
experience will attest.
Who knows, maybe one
day they’ll play at SJS again.
Let’s hope it’s soonvery
soon.

Sisyphus, son of Aeolus the
windgod, was condemned by
the Judges of the Dead to his
eternal Fateto roll a large
rock up to the top of a hill,
which would in turn plunge
back to the bottom.
-Sisyphus" is also the
name of a new album by a
San Francisco group called
Cold Blood. It played at San
Jose last fall for a freshman
orientation concert in the Art
Quad.
At that time they had not
yet released an album. They
now have two and have projected themselves into the
spotlight as one of the top
bands on the west coast.
DIGS BLUES
Lydia Pense, lead singer
and focal point of the group,
may take over Janis Joplin’s
women
among
place
vocalists in time to come.
Like Joplin, she digs the
blues in "Your Good Thing,"
a Hayes and Porter tune of
years past,. and really wails

Nudes Cast in Art Show
On a wooden structure
strangely akin to a medieval
torture rack, Graduate Student Jon Palmer is demonstrating the art of casting
nudes in plaster everyday
this week at 2 p.m. in the Art
Gallery.
The platform of the rack
rests on a ladder-like affair
which permits the artist to
raise it to the desired length
for the particular model. The
two halves come together in
guillotine fashion to trap the
victim around the thighs.
throws
then
Palmer

EVERYTHING

PHOTOGRAPHIC

plaster around her, cuts the
cast in half and hangs it on
the wall. Then, since the
show is over, the appreciators-of-art wait until 2
p.m, the next day to return
and master their plaster
casting technique.
Palmer currently has two
shows running in New York.

911 of
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Cramming For Finals? Take
A Break - Bring Your Weary
Mind & Empty Stomach
To V I Pizza
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Plus: At The Annex A Dance Contest
With Cash Prizes.
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Gasoline

Spartan
House

Regular (94 Octane j

28.9
Ethyl (100+ Octane)

30.9
Fill-er-up for
your Holiday
Trip Home

SPECIALS
LASAGNA
Monday
Tuesday.... ROAST BEEF
Wednesday.. VEAL PARMIGIANA
Thursday.... SAUSAGE SANDWICH.
Friday
SPAGHETTI
Saturday.... VEAL -CHEESE SANDWICH
Sunday
STEAK SANDWICH

I

kUt 1

BEER
SANDWICHES
SALADS
IIioorrs NI

(ll A/LW

IA
slr4rir

$1.00
$ .98
$1.10
$ .98
$ .90
$1.00
$1.89

The above specials are in effect only on the
days of the week designated. Come in and
enjoy a deliciously different meal every day
of the week at SPARTAN HOUSE. Fish
and pizzas are also served.
(Convenient take borne service available)

Prices subject to
change without notice

Puritan
Oil Co.
10th & Taylor
6th & Xeyes
4th & William

5’partent
150 EAST
SAN CAR LOS ST.

ilou4e

292-2840

Make it easy on yourself...
Sell your books back amid
the warm surroundings
of the Spartan Bookstore
in the college union.
Multiple-buyers, too, so
there’s no need to stand
in those miserable long lines.
Remember, sell your books back now and
get the early sale bonus.

50%

paid for all used books
to be used next semester.
PLUS

10%

early sale bonus

PS. Free final schedules are available now, too.
And, lots of luck!

Bring This Valuable Coupon!!
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FLY TO
EUROPE...

’aL

Art student Jared Crosby
got an idea over Christmas
break looking at snow flying
around in a blizzard. With
the help of Terry Barker,
also a junior art major.
Crosby has recreated this
phenomenon in room AS 112
of the Art Department.
With the help of a strobe
light flickering on white
polyethylene balls being
blown around by a fan, the
black plastic draped room
resembles a kind of interstellar snow storm.
COLORS
Three slots in the plastic
enable the viewer to see the
show without disturbing the
effect of the dancing light.
The use of different
colored strobes changes the
snow storm into anything
one can imagine. The
differing interpretations
possible caused the artists to
name the show "Zero,"
which they feel does not
specifically limit it to a
storm.
The strobe lights stay on
for one half hour at a time.
The show will run through
this week.

i
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water, totally free and uninhibited.
Picture his screaming
terror at the black shadow
and grinding whir of a helicopter. Hear the blast and
watch as simultaneously the
impact of a bullet flips him
completely over and a gush
of blood covers the entire
side of his bodythe color
shocking against the stark
whiteness. Another shot,
more blood, he reels and
wails in pain and blind fear.
Yet another shot, more
blood,
more
agonized
writhing and finally death.
Why? Oh, so some guy
could hang a rug on his wall.
A rancher, north of San
Francisco, reports that in
the last few months, 13 of his
horses
have
died
mysteriously. A combination
of lead in the grass and
pollutants in the air are
causing horses seemingly in
perfect health to die unexpectedly without any
exertion. The rancher’s 13year-old daughter tells about
losing her pet horse and in
her little girl-young lady
voice says that if it can kill
horses, it can kill people.
Clear logic for a mind so
young.
These are only a few of the
examples presented.
In conclusion, animal after
animal appeared on the
screen and we are told: only
20 of these birds remain
living, 12 of these animals
are still aliveyou’re seeing
10, and so on and so on ad
nauseam.
The show was sponsored
by the Quaker Oat Company
and produced and directed
by David H. Vowell. Both
deserve plaudits.
If I don’t miss my guess,
the public response will be so
favorable that the show will
be rebroadcast. If you
missed it Friday, don’t make
the same mistake again. But
beware, you’ll fear for your
life.
In the words of the theme
song: "Each of us must live
or both must die." Believe.

to see to it that the road was
made safe.
Martin Ferrero as the
letter writing, thinking
brother played his part with
a combination of hysteria,
madness and conscious
concern.
easing
Greg Andrade, as the commissioner who is expert at
turning situations to his advantage, plays the part of an
unconcerned exercise nut
who is turned into a
horrified, unbelieving victim
of circumstances and life.
POWERFUL
Joseph Hanreddy, who
also directed this play, is
powerful as Rudolf, the
brother who does all the
manual work and accepts
his life and its means of
preservation without the
inner struggle that plagues
his brother Anton.
The element of disbelief
continued as Anton drags the
body of the commissioner to
the cemetery of 24 other victims, Rudolf works on the
wrecked car and the curtain
falls.
Seemingly working of the
premise
"leave
’em
laughing," the evening
closed with the "Marriage
Proposal" by Anon Chekhov.
This rollicking humorous
play of contrasting personalities accomplished just
that.
Set in Russia in the 1880’s
the play is the story of a
man’s attempt to propose to
his neighbor’s daughter.
Douglas Morrison played
the timid, hypochondriac
suffering
from
suitor
twitching eyebrows and a
palpitating heart who has
decided that a wife would
help him to cure his ills and
keep him from falling out of
his bed.
ENTERTAINING
Jeffra Koffman played
Natalia who bullies and
argues with the poor suitor
and throws him out of the
house before he has a
chance to present his proposal.
After she realized why he
was there, her pompous,
cigar- newing father played
by Ron Hogan brought him
back and the whole hilarious
cycle happened again, this
time ending in satisfaction
for all concerned, including
the audience.

Plastic
Blizzard

Save 25c On A Small Pizza
Save 50c On A Medium Pizza
AND 75c On A Large Pizza

v pizza

5,124,tteuteodeAdene
11: tin Cellear.

1468 So. First Street
Phone In Your Order.

294.1644

6111.11151.\;NliiiZ
Or.....10M.
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Gym Squad Faces
Vacation Schedule
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Six Teams to Compete
During Semester Break
nastics. Many of the events,
for those students who
will remain in the area,
are scheduled for SJS
facilities.

While for most of the SJS
student body semester break
is a time for relaxation as far
from school as is possible,
the members of the six Spartan sports teams will have
plenty to keep them busy.
Competition will be held in
varsity basketball, frosh
basketball, judo, swimming, wrestling and gym-

,110
of 34 on the year. The frosh, now 6-2 on the
year. will host U.S.F. in Spartan Gym, Jan. 25
at 6 p.m. Other games during the semester
break for Dave Waxman’s yearlings will be
against St. Mary’s, UOP and Stanford.
-Daily photo by Ron Burda

CP FOR TWO-Frosh forward Brad
Metheany goes up for two in win last Friday
’night us el- the CC Berkeley freshmen.
Metheany, a 6-4, 202 pounder from Hillsdale
High, has been the leading scorer on the team
this year. He hit 23 against Cal, and has a high

BSU Trophy
At Stake Here
Friday Night

Soph Forward
‘Up in Statistics
Sophomore Leon Beuchman has taken over the number two spot on the SJS varsity basketball team in
scoring.
A backup corner man at
the beginning of the year.
Beauchman is notv averaging 10.4 points a game on
:the entire season, and has a
18.0 average for two league
contests.
The 6-6 soph from Los
. Angeles has made good the
words of coach Danny Glines
at the beginning of the year.
At that time, Glines said
"Beauchman has improved
his offense tremendously
and should see plenty of
action."
Since then, he’s taken over
.a starting forward spot as
SJS wasn’t getting much
,offense from the front line of
:Jan Adamson, Ron Eleby
and Pat Hamm.
Johnnie Skinner continues
to lead the Spartans in scor-

ing with a 17.6 average, but
hit for only a 11.0 clip in the
two conference games over
the weekend.
Senior forward Hamm also
leads the team in rebounding
with 161, a 9.5 average.
Glines’ cagers will have
two weeks off and then travel
to Stockton on Jan. 27 to face
UOP’s Tigers. In that game,
SJS will attempt to break its
current 12 game losing
streak.
The Spartans have not won
since back on Dec. 12 when
they defeated UC Davis, 8565, at the San Jose Civic
Auditorium.
Two days after the UOP
encounter, SJS will try and
snap its 12 game Pacific
Coast Athletic Association
losing streak, dating back to
last year. San Diego State
comes to the Civic on Jan. 29
3nd Long Beach State will be
here on Jan. 30.

PJS Totals
op Totals

FGA
119-307
66-155
64.140
46-118
46-101
39.125
37.92
30-66
5-16
4-14
4-17
1-11
0.2

17 464-1164
17 564-1238

Avg.
3.7
4.7
9.5
2.0
6.3
3.1
6.5
4.1

Pct.
.388
.426
.450
.392
.455
.312
.402
.455
.313
.285
.235
.091
.000

REB
59
80
161
34
88
53
104
70
4
10
12
1

0.6
1.1
1.9
1.0

.396
.456

1000
866

58.8
50.9

TP
282
177
165
112
103
96
90
81
17
13

a

5
0
1149
1394

Aug.
17.6
10.4
9.7
6.6
7.4
5.6
5.6
4.8
1.7
1.9
0.9
0.7
0.0
67.6
82.0

GAME RESULTS

Opp

6JS
65 Oregon
86 Nevada, Reno
65 California
Wyoming
t8
5 Cal, DayIS
77 Arizona
55 New Mexico St.
69 Washington St.
68 UOP

95
79
90
76
65
100
144
60
74

Date

Sport

Opponent

Time

Site

Jan. 13
Jan, 15

Judo
Swimming

UC Berkeley
Hayward and
Foothill Aquatic
Novice AAU
S.C. Swim Club
Puget Sound
Ore. and Cal
Reedley Inv.
USF Frosh
UOP
UOP
Humboldt
San Diego
St. Mary’s
SFS
Stanford
Stanford Relays
Long Beach
Stanford
Travis AFB
Nevada U.
Naval FS Tourn.
Chico & SC
St. Mary’s
SJS AAU
SJ Buddhist Inv.

7 p.m.

Here

Here
3 p.m.
Berkeley
1 P.M.
4 p.m.
Here
3:30 p.m. Here
730 p.m. Here
Reethey, Calif.
12 noon
Here
6 p.m.
8 p.m.
Stockton
6 p.m.
Stockton
Here
7 p.m.
SJCC
8 p.m.
SJ Civic
6 p.m.
10 a.m.
SF State
Stanford
8 p.m.
Stanford
2 p.m.
SJ Civic
8 p.m.
SJ Civic
6 P.m.
Travis AFB
7 p.m.
730 p.m. Reno
10 a.m.
San Diego
3 p.m.
SJS Pool
Moraga
6 P.m.
All Day
SJS Pool
11 a.m.
SJ Bud. Tern.

Jan. 16
Jan. 18
Jan. 22
Jan. 23
Jan. 24
Jan. 25
Jan. 27
Jan. 27
Jan, 29
Jan. 29
Jan. 29
Jan. 30
Jan. 30
Jan. 30
Jan. 30
Jan. 30
Feb. 2
Feb. 5
Feb. 5-6
Feb. 5
Feb. 6
Feb. 6.7
Feb. 7

Judo
Swimming
Swimming
Gymnastics
Judo
Fr. Basketball
V. Basketball
Fr. Basketball
Swimming
V. Basketball
Fr, Basketball
Wrestling
Gymnastics
Swimming
V. Basketball
Fr. Basketball
Fr. Basketball
Gymnastics
Wrestling
Swimming
Fr. Basketball
Swimming
Judo

SJS

Opp

65
76
75
68
63
75
61
58

79
86
8g
71
65
80
81
90

Oregon
Indtana
Harvard
Columbia
Nevada, Reno
SF State
UC Santa Barbara
LA State

5th Annual

Winter Carnival
is going to he a real trip

SPECIAL RENTAL RATES
Reed’s has all the skiing
accessories that you will
need for the trip.

HOUSTON iA.P.l - The
Rules Recommendations
Committee of the American
Football Coaches Association, voted down Monday
a proposal for a limited substitution rule that would
bring back one platoon football.

Reed’s

"The coaches are very
much satisfied with the rules
in general," said Jack Curtuce, chairman of the
AFCA’s Rules Recommendations Committee.

The coaches also rejected
a change in the time permitted to put the ball in play
from 25 to 30 seconds.
They approved changes
that would:
-Make a kickoff, punt or
field goal attempt that
bounces in the end zone before being touched by a
member of the receiving
team a touchback.

Monday’s proposals will be
sent to the F’ootball Rules
Committee of the NCAA for
further action.

SPO R T
SHOP
KrOsil 758 5705
3151 ADP. COCK AV!.

Check the Wildcat Ski Shop for 50%
savings on all after Ski boots.

Now open 7 days a week, from
9-6 except Thurs. 9-9, and
Sunday 9-4 P.M.

Reg. $13.95
Reg. $14.95
Reg. $16.9

SEE VOU ON THE
SiaROPE

"Skiers
Served by
Skiers"

911 W. Capitol
Expressway
San Jose

‘
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100% Wool
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reg 5 00 to 6 00 yd
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PINWALE CORDUROY

$2.00

099r

7

Mr 39%

yd.
1101111 NEIN
SHIRTS 199

50" Wide

$2.50
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DRAPERERY
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00105146
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89A
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2"
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ow.

CA PING GEAR

values up to 4.00 yd.

$4.50
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SKIS
K2s, HEADS,
NORTHLAND,
HART,
FISCHER,
SWALLOW

OPEN

:"DEHYDEATED FOOD
e 4a Mort is.,64.1.1=.

321-3500
STANFORD
SPORT SHOP
2080 El Camino Real
PALO ALTO

FABAS of ODAY

elm be reached from Bar,
shore and Hlway 280: W
ere ewe stop lIgleTs MIMS
op II Camino Real frees
talriwr Page Mill Read
Moan 2110) rw Oregon lx.
prrerway (hem larbswis
Mem).

(BETWEEN VALLEY FAH(
AND F IVIN)Filt Al
WE HONOR ALL SCHOOL DISCOUNT SLIPS,

nNtt HSVAV!’ ’Alt UAW.173010
. I g ::: :31:..Z.
5:30 p.m.

UPLN SUNDAY

lee odor or eve-twIrIll ’,KIK FAN

$095

$9

(."’""" HIKING BOOTS]
NOY=

yd.

COURTEOUS SERVICE AND QUALITY COST NO MORE!
Remnants Always

Constioned

.41

$499

9:30 A.M. ho 6 P.M.
Deily
THURSDAY ’til 9 P.M.

STERLING

111...

NOW

Children
Reg. $14.95
Adult
Reg. $19.95

"19"

Tr

"best brand" regular 1.79 yd.

SKI POLES
ON SALE

B 00 T

SLEEP!

reg 2.00 yd 81.89yd

ea

SELECTED
MEN & WOMEN’S
SWEATERS
ON SALE

ASTER 4299
SKI
BOOTS

2999

/

99

EVERYTHING REDUCED TO CLEAR

Printed Quilted

Air

In

01u113.99

a colors to choose from
regular 3.50 yd.

‘,11‘;’,’,1;:;’,11.-,

Reg. $70

10.1.10411
01/11,110
1301N111

I

$135

NORDICA BOOT
$1099

599 PARKAS SKI PANTS
1 999

POLYESTERS Drapery Fabrics HEAVY WALE
regular 2.79 yd.

25% DIscount

Reg

Famouarbe5

SKI
BOOTS
GIOUP

iblOut NAND

NOW

$4999

NEW FOAM
SKI BOOT
$7099

F.
’ No Other More Often Such Discounts
BUCKLE BOOTS

NOW $1.79 yd.

NORTHLAND

Glass Skis, K2, Veit
Step-in Bindings
New Boots & Pants

SALE
19e
,amovg Imioso

50% OFF

APDXY FIBER GLASS
$3405
SKI-

=300 SKI

Brand New

Solid Colors

’Yarn Dyed

MEN AND
WOMEN’S
LINED GLOVES

Req. $72.50

KAMM.,
ebb ada

322-2992
MENLO PARK,
Doyle Street is one block west
of El Camino and Santa Cruz Ave.

*6"
$788
$8"

APOLLO GLASS

.77:1571513650fir

MIS

WORKSHOP
HYPNOSIS
1010 DOYLE ST. SUITE 11,

.

CHILDRENS
SWEATER
100/o Wow

NEW RENTALS

And what better way
than in your own new
VW. Call me, Irmgard
Delaney today and let
me take care of all
the arrangements for
you.
Phone 265-4400

Seven Week Course-S30.00

OPEN SUNDAYS
12:30 to 5 P.M.

$14"

$195
& UP

111 E. Main St. Los Gatos
phone 354-1364

SEE
EUROPE

-Make offensive pass interference in the end zone a
15-yard penalty rather than
an automatic touchback
which gives the ball to the
defensive team. Such is the
case now, even on first down.
The penalty also would apply
to the touching of a pass in
the end zone by an ineligible
receiver.

You can register at one of the lecture
demonstrations at 7:30 pm Jan. 13, 14,15, & 23
Come and take the succeptability scale and
see what hypnosis is really like.

Plus Our Additional

100
Wool & Lined
Good for skiing & general wear. Men & Women, in colors
Reg. .127.50

SNOW
JOB,

0

-Make the requirements
for possession of a live ball
after a fumble the same as
those for a pass reception. In
other words, the player recovering the ball must return to the ground in bounds
to establish possession.

relax instantly
concentrate more effectively
reduce or eliminate pain
produce altered states of consciousness

50% oFF

LODEN TYPE
JACKET

SKI
SALE,

SELF-HYPNOSIS

for housecoats & ikons

SKI SALE

I yot, are loalwig for a

Coaches OK Changes

100% BONDED ORLON
for all carnival tick et holders.

George Greenfield and
Minoru Morisaki lead the
strong Cal contingent.
Greenfield participated in
the recent World Games in
Yogoslavia after qualifying
as one of the six best
gymnasts in the U.S.
Morisaki will return to the
SJS gym where he won the
all-around championship in
the recent SJS Gymnastics
Invitational. In the Invi-

Est. 1938

and not a

You Can Learn To:

VARSITY BASKETBALL STATS
G
Player
!Johnnie Skinner 16
Leon Beauchman17
Pat Hamm
17
Danny Walker
17
Pon Eieby
14
Gave Gainza
17
16
Jan Adamson
17
Dave Paul
Guy Hamilton
10
Reggie Morris
7
Kris Sorensen
9
Ray Patterson
7
Moyse Howard
1

-I think we could get the
varsity," notes a member of
SJS’ Pan African Student
Association basketball team
in preparing for this Friday’s clash with San Jose
City College’s BSU. The
game will be in the Spartan
gym at 8 p.m.
The Pan African Student
team is the defending champ
and will be out to keep the
BSU trophy they won last
year. This year’s squad lists
Edmund Harris, Jesse
Hampton, Mel Shaddock,
Rodney Payne, Chuck Gross,
Henry Martin, Skip Bailey
and two former varsity men,
Dave Dockery and Mike
Webb. Several freshmen will
also be out for SJS.
If you have never heard
the black national anthem or
if you never knew one
existed, it will be sung during the halftime festivities.

Following is a schedule of
all sports activities which
will occur from today until
Feb. 8, the first day of the
Spring semester:

tational Morisaki won floor
exercise, parallel bars, and
high bar.
"Berkeley is really strong.
I think it’ll be a real close
meet between Oregon and
ia;," stated Jennett. Two
years ago SJS nosed out
Oregon in the final event and
last year Oregon did the
same to the Spartans.
TRAVEL
SJS will travel to Stanford
the following Saturday
where they will meet a good
Indian squad. Stanford star
Steve Hug, a member of the
U.S. Olympic team out of
high school, will head the
Indians. However, it is not
certain whether Hug has recovered from a back injury
that kept him out of the
World Games competition
during the summer.
University of Nevada at
Reno will then host the Spartan squad Friday, Feb. 5.
Nevada, also a participant in
the SJS Invitational, is led by
Mike Reynolds and Chuck
Koehler.
"Despite losing such a
close one to Fullerton, I was
pleased with the team’s performance. If we continue to
improve as we have, we’ll be
a definite contender for the
PCAA Championship," said
Jennett.

By JOHN MURPHY
Daily Sports Writer
The SJS gymnastics squad
will be busy over semester
break with three meets on
the schedule. The Spartans
will host UC Berkeley and
Oregon, Saturday, Jan. 23.
SJS will then travel to Stanford, Saturday, Jan. 30, and
to the University of Nevada
at Reno, Friday, February 5.
Last Saturday the SJS
squad lost to Fullerton, 145144.95. "This is the closest a
meet could ever be. I have
never seen or heard of one
this close," commented SJS
Coach Clair Jennett.
Berkeley is led by two of
the best gymnasts in the
country. "Cal is definitely a
strong contender for the
NCAA championship,"
added Jennett.
CAL STRONG

STANFORD
SPORT SHOP

,
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SPRING PROTEST
Hundreds of students
marched on the SJS administration building and
held an all -day sit-in
ilefti during last springs
anti -war demonstrations
against the Cambodian
invasion. The protests
and strike movement of
last spring ranked first
among the top news
stories 01 1970. Left, a student is beaten during the
Fifth Street confrontation
with police. That story
ranked second in the
Spartan Daily polling.

Top Ten News Events of 1970

Cambodian War Protest Ranks First
Last spring’s strike in protest of the Cambodian invasion, and its surrounding
events and ramifications
were selected as SJS’s top
news story of 1970 by Spartan
Daily staff members.
Included as effects of the
strike were the closing of
state colleges and universities by Gov. Reagan;
Acting President Hobert W.
Burns’ resignation; and the
marches, demonstrations,
and other strike -related
activities.
The bloody police -student
confrontation on Fifth Street
last May 4 ran second in the
poll.
The week-long ecological
extravaganza,
Survival
Faire, climaxed by the
burial of a 1970 Ford
Maverick, was chosen as the
third most significant story
of last year.
Fourth in importance was
Chancellor
Glenn
S.
Dumke’s intervention into
local campus affairs, as evidenced in the grievance
cases of Dr. Eldred E.
Rutherford and Dr. Jack
Kurzweil, and the attempted
prevention of Chicago Seven
lawyer William Kunstler’s
appearance on campus.
The San Jose visit of_Ppesident Nixon, followed by What
was termed the worst demonstration the President
has ever faced, ranked fifth.
A.S. President Bill Langan’s election, and the subsequent recall attempt
against him took sixth place.

Dr. RUTHERFORD
Hassled
The appointment of Dr.
John H. Bunzel to the post of
ranked
president
SJS
seventh in importance.
Eighth on the list was the
"turmoil" in the college
library, including disciplinary charges filed
against Library Director
Stuart Baillie, his resignation, and Library Systems
Analyst Robert J. Duman’s
tenure dispute.
Edward BlaMe, who filed a
civil suit charging 21 persons at SJS with illegal
political activity ran ninth in
the "top ten" poll.
Finally, the budget freeze
imposed on the state of California and its effects on the
state colleges ranked tenth

The top -ranked news
event, the anti-war protest
and strike, was touched off
by President Nixon’s April 30

In the midst of anti-war
protests, the second-rated
news event of the year
occuredthe police attack

TOP TEN NEWS EVENTS
Cambodian Protest and Anti-War Strike
Fifth Street Police Incident
Survival Faire
Chancellor Dumke’s Intervention in Local Campus Affairs
5. President Nixon’s San Jose Visit
6. Election of A.S. President Bill Langan
7. Dr. John H. Basset Appointed SJS President
8. SJS Library Dispute
9. Edward Blaine’s Suit Against SJS
10. State Budget Freeze
1.
2.
3.
4.

announcement of troop incursions into Cambodia. This
was followed by student protests across the nation. At
SJS, campus radicals made
several unsuccessful
attempts to rally support,
but their violent tactics were
spurned by the majority of
the students.
In California, campus demonstrations sparked a
move by Gov. Reagan to
close the state colleges and
universities for what he
termed a two-day "cooling
off" period on May 7 and 8.
At SJS the College Union
remained open during this
time, serving as a strike
central for the area. Rallies
and marches occured daily.
The National Student Congress, an anti-war mobilization force representing
colleges and universities
across the nation, was held
at SJS May 11.
The Academic Council
passed a resolution which
would have allowed redirection of classroom
activities to study war and
racism. This resolution
prompted the resignation of
Acting President Burns
when he was faced with signing the motion. He called it
"illegal council action."
Strike activities continued,
with the emphasis on community action programs and
informational leafleting.

on students on Fifth Street
May 4.
Campus radicals called a
rally, but had a very sparse
turnout. The rally was
followed by a march to
"escort" one of the protestors home. The march

ply with this request, a
scuffle ensued.
Reporters and students
were beaten repeatedly by
plainclothes policemen who
had been following the
march. Numerous complaints were filed by groups
and individuals, and the subsequent "investigation" of
the incident conducted by the
police department was
termed a "whitewash" since
none of the officers involved
were disciplined.
the
Faire,
Survival
brainchild of Dr. John
Sperling’s Humanities 160
class, was a week-long
festival calling attention to
the ecological crisis facing
the earth.
Displays and exhibits pinpointed the immediacy of the
problem, emphasizing overpopulation, air and water
pollution, and the need for
ecological balance.
Climaxing the event was
the burial of a 1970 automobile to symbolize the
death of the internal combustion engine.

In October, the car was
resurrected in support of the
local transit measure on the

Precision

was met by a police brigade
which
requested
the
marchers to return to campus. When the demonstrators attempted to com-

AT

Experience
Quality Service

Special Student

Discount

GARAGE
EUROPA

Q4

850 Lincoln Ave. San Jose
Phone 295-9082
BILL LANGAN
Elected
November ballot.
Chancellor Dunike overrode decisions of Acting
President Burns on two
occasions: the attempted firing of psychology professor
Eldred E. Rutherford, and
the denial of tenure to assistant professor of engineering
Jack Kurzweil.

DR. CLARENCE R. SANDS 11 a.m. Morning torship
6:30 p.m. -Evening Worship
Pastor
9:30 a.m.-Morning Seminar
BARRY KEISER
8:15 p.m. -Camaraderie
Minister to Collegians
Transportation available from campus

Dr. JOHN H. BUNZEL
Appointed

SJS carnpus. Kunstler did
appear, and an injunction
was brought against the
chancellor by SJS student
government.

Foreign Car Services

For the complete
eollegiate experience
worship the. Sunday at
First Baptist Church
800 Ironwood Drive

.;ABRIIILIIE
ART CLEANERS 1

In another attempt to get
his hand in local campus
affairs, Dr. Dumke tried to
bar Kunstler, attorney for
the Chicago Seven, from the

TOP
PRICES
PAID
FOR
USED
BOOKS

ENCOUNTER GROUPS
Jan. 15-17 Introduction to the growth center $35
Gary Smith
$60
Jan. 29-31 Aikido: Mind/body harmony
Bert Frager
Feb. 7-12 Yoga on fire: Ancient art of lighted hands
Carol -Ann Schofield $75
$60
Feb. 26-28 Experiments with meditation
Alan Watts

STUDENTS RATES AVAILABLE
BRIDGE MOUNTAIN FOUNDATION
2011 ALBA ROAD BEN LOMOND
336-5787

10% DISCOUNT
WITH ASR CARD

Art Cleaners
One Day Service
Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty

"Work of Art"

400 E. SANTA CLARA
293.4900

P.Ct
f.
D,95.0-.01,004
11tlitS0 0-14N0.4 C.

4C

41(
0

thanks for listening

Dr. GLENN S. DUMKE
Intervened

Mem
PiNt
y
ANYWHERE
Superbly prepared
food served iv’ a
charming atmosphere.
Excellent service.

/1401 So. 1st
At Alma
292-1266

WE’LL LET YOU MAKE
THE COMPARISON
The BIG CRED BARN is Now
Offering 24% More 1007. Beef than
McDonalds With No Increase In Price!
McDonalds
RED BARN
HAMBURGER 2 OZ. BEEF 20c
CHEESEBURGER 2 OZ.
BEEF 25c
BIG BARNEY 1/4 POUND 55(

HAMBURGER 1.6 OZ. BEEF 20c
CHEESEBURGER 1.6 OZ
BEEF 2.5c
BIG MAC 3.2 OZ. BEEF 55c

MORE BEEF FOR YOUR DOLLAR!

,11,011ak

RED BARN
250 E. Santa Clara

Newest body decorations. Skinny jeans with
just the right flare. Low-rise. Scoop -front pockets. Sharp multi -color stripes in a bunch of
different widths created for whatever is in your
head. Permanent press Fortrel polyester and
cotton. $9.

9roans

Almaden Fashion Plata Valley Fair Center San Antonio
Shop Monday through
Center Fremont F ashion Centi
Friday nights. Valley Fan Sunday noon to 5

CAL BOOK
457 E SAN CARLOS
BET 10th & 11th
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Experimental College Seeking
’Creative’ Class Organizers
[lass iiii,.inizets are now
being recruited by Experi-

are an organizer’s only limitations."
In an Exc course all stu-.
dents
are
equal
as
-faculty" -all faculty are
equal as "students."
There are very few restrictions for teaching
classes. All class activities
should be legal. If fees are
required, they must go toward instructional or class
materials and services.
Ross hopes that each
organizer will describe the
course he wishes to organize.
This description is the basis
for the course catalogue
which hopefully will be
available to all students

mental College, according to
Rich Ross, co-director of
Ex(’.
Applications may be picked up at the ExC, Laguna
Seca room of the College
Union. Information needed
will be the name of the
course and course organizer.
Time and day the class is to
be held should also be noted.
An organizer must be willing to accept the responsibility of maintaining the
class.
He
does
not
necessarily have to excel in
the subject. Ross says,
"Imagination and creativity

during spring registration. If
not, the catalog will appear
during the first or second
week of school. Students
may sign up for classes at
that time.

Ombudsman Poblano-Discrimination Fighter
By FRANCIS DOZIER
Special to the Daily
-I’m not a knight on a
charging horse, nor is this
office Macy ’s Complaint Department," explained SJS
Ombudsman,
Ralph
Poblano.
A Chicano educator,
Poblano speaks freely of his
role as campus mediator. He
functions primarily in three
areas.
-First, I receive complaints. Next, I investigate.
Then, I negotiate."
"But." he added hastily,
"I have no real power. None
at all. Although I am technically part of the administration, I’m really in the
middle."
Poblano, who has a
master’s degree in education
from the University of
Southern California, is the
second SJS ombudsman.
Immediately
before
assuming his present position in fall 1968, he was
National Teachers Corps
coordinator in Monterey
County. In 1967, he served as
Higher Education Committee chairman at the
White House Conference on
the Mexican American.
SCANDINAVIAN
The position of ombudsman was established in 1967.
Amid violent threats and
confrontations during the
Dow Chemical recruiting
demonstrations,
former
college President Robert D.
Clark borrowed the concept
of the ombudsman to attack
so-called institutional discrimination.
While
the
post
is
Scandinavian in origin, its
use in the U.S. was considered by some an affirmation that persons at
American colleges saw the
need to combat forms of
institutional injustice within
the educational complex.
The senior of 12 ombudsmen in California, Poblano
said that most of his time is
still devoted to fighting discrimination. "Sure, the
ranting and raving is gone
and tremendous assaults
have been made on the
major forms, but it’s still
here. It’s just gone underground.
"The issues of discrimination in areas like housing,
jobs and athletics have died
down, but still exist in
subtler forms that affect the
college budget.
"For example, the number
of minority instructors is
still dreadfully low. I took a
survey last year and out of
roughly 1,300 faculty, there
were 41 Asian Americans, 39
blacks and 23 Chicanos.
That’s only a total of 103
minorities. Less than 10 per
cent, isn’t it?"
One reason for what he
considers a scarcity of min -

ority faculty members is the
"terminal degree hangup."
This, he explained, is the
practice of seeking only
those minority persons who
have doctorates.
CHICANO EOP
"There are 825 students in
the Chicano Educational
Opportunity
Program,
EOP)" he continued. "So I
can deduce that on this large
campus only 251 Chicanos
are here on their own resources. This results from
discrimination."
By similarity comparing
the 600 black EOP count to
the overall group figure,
about 225 are thought to be
on their own.
"Something’s
wrong
somewhere, isn’t there?" the
ombudsman asked.
However, he quickly added
that some may be athletes on
scholarships.
According to the report,
several departments have
instituted numerous programs for minority recruitment. The Department of
Journalism and Advertising,
for example, has responded
to expressed national need
for black journalists. The
department offers at least 10
scholarships and funds for
blacks.
Other lesser duties of the
ombudsman include serving
as mediator in disputes
arising from grades, parking
and thefts. Poblano said he is
best at bringing disputants
together.
’SUCCESS’ STORY
Asked for trends indicative
of the success or failure of
the ombudsman concept
since its inception at SJS and
other institutions like Michigan State University of New
York, Poblano became
excited.
"If letters of inquiry are
any indication, the idea is an
unqualified success. In less
than a week, I’ve received
letters from Ohio State Univeresity, Temple University
in Pennsylvania and a
college
in
British
Columbia."
Poblano also revealed that
the California Teaching Conference of Campus Ombudsmen has been formed by the
12 California ombudsmen. At
the last quarterly meeting at
the University of California,
Riverside, there was talk of
a national organization.
As for his future, Poblano
said he is pursuing an education doctorate at Univerat
sity of California
Berkeley. "Title of my
dissertation is ’Conflict
Management.’ I feel that
conflict is inevitable and
good. Know how to manage
it. and you’re in good stead."

FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI
P..

siefl 0, ASO rnrd
MOVIE &

STILL

ANNOUNTIMINTS

tl

AAKE IT. PINE WINE Si 00 a gal
BREW 8 cents a qt Beer & Wine
Books& Recipes Crocks Malt. Hops
FREE AD
Grape Concentrates
VICE BEGINNERS START HERE!
Located in the Arts & Crafts Center.
Ph. 2486600. 1855 The Alameda THE
CALIFORNIA WINEMAKER

* Supplhos
* Equipment
PRINTING

Sot )o4e
Cantert chop

THE NEW TOWER list is in the bask
store now, More professors
same
price
Spend semester break in a pair of
pants Worn The Jeanery. 510 South
10th St. Open Mon Fri 12 to 9, Sat. 12 to
7.

9ujiyama 9"apdeit4 ke4tauraht
Japanese Cuisine, Cocktail Lounge
Sukiyaki & Tempura, Beef Teriyaki & Seafood
850 MERIDIAN AVE., SAN JOSE
294-1330

*-*****.****,1
COFFEE
ri
Ai&

11.4-01191k1

FOR ENGAGED GIRLS come to San
Jose’s f inest Bridal Show Bridal Festival Ti in the Jay McCabe Hall, San
Jose Civic Aud on Feb. 208. 21, 1971.
Six big shows Top-rated musical,
Trousseau & Bridal Fashion Show. For
your FREE tickets call 257 3161 or
write Show Manager, 19144 Brookview
Or Saratoga. Calif 95070
CAR RALLYE, STANFORD SHOP
PING CENTER lin Palo Alto Satur
day. Jan lobe Sportin’ Life $300 Any
car & beginners welcome. Start any.
time between 6 & 9 pm
Earn good money right on campus
New College Marketing Co. has few
Positions open to aggressive people.
Call John 293 4642 or Marie 289 0219.
Collegiate Concepts
JEWELRY -Custom Designed in gold
silver Wedding Bands. Pendants and
rings from S20. Call 262,4597.
Enjoy Skiing? i do but not alone Sent
Share
break to Tahoe by car
Expenses Grad. Female over 25 797.
2822

RED 33AnN

250 E. Santa Clara
tatatuetauttietwaueuavuouveLwetetto II* V V VAT.

Girls, I am selling my wardrobe TM
clothes are recent, seldom worn &
inexpensively priced. sIzes 59 Jan II
13 bet 3 6 p it, 41 5 9th 2131 0213
Get instant relief from the grade
waiting syndrome!! On sale NOW in
the Spartan Bookstore are Circle K
GRADE CARDS. Buy them while they
last
Humane person needed to provide
foster home for male Weimeriner
’dog) "Charlie" is very lovable, a
good watch dog Call Pam 295 5489 aft
6 30 p

Show
Fashion
andiBridal
Trousseau,
,
lac
su
M
I

FREE TICKETS

u.114

nuil I

diani,,I,(1’

VW REPAIR, New. Rebuilt or Used
Parts, Save $ on Labor & Parts. I will
buy your broken down or wrecked VW.
Herbert. 02 Goodyear, Si, 292 3768.
FOR SALE -4 65013 Snow & Mud
Tires Good Cond Call Dan at 2970273
540 for set
Tune.Ups any car wdut air 510 or w
air $14
parts whls. Call Jim at
266 0667
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MORTO
CERTIFIED

e,e441_
GEMOLOGIST

AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY
625 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
SAN JOSE
241.1758

FOR SALE! 1500cc VW engine .and
EXTRASS200 CALL at 293 2757 ask for
Pat.
For Sale 1960 Comet, 6 cyl std Best
offer Cal! Bob, eves 297 7016 Must
Sell

8.

Lowest rates on all general mechanical repair, all makes and models.

Imports
286-6500

257 - 3161;

RECORD I TAPE SALEt I have connections with a wholesaler and can
supply all the current LP records and
most tapes at 40 per cent discount. All
55 LP’s sell for 53.06, $6 LP’s for 13.62,
etc All sales are on a special order
basis, Place your order by Tues., plck
up Fri. of the same week. HrS. 9 a.m.
8 p.m Mon Fri CALL for informa
tion, 798 0700 Ron 538 S. 8th. IT’S
LEGIT Now taking orders for Christmas.

GRADUATE or SENIOR Quiet Place
to study Men ONLY Rooms w hitch
any 540 mo up 293 6713

U.S. SURPLUS: 6:trnbat boots; Field
jackets; Camping supplies; Navy Pea
Coats; Bell bottom pants (Denim
Wool
Whites13, London Bobby
Capes, 5 nIsh Leather Jackets. HIP.
PIE FASHIONS. Furs & Leather.
JACK & PAT’S 3rd HAND STORE. 375
E. Hedding St. S.J. Also: 7036 Thorn.
ton Ave., Newark 10 S Mon. Thur. 10
6 Fri. & Sat.

4th Upper Div. Fern Roommate
wanted to share ig Apt. Across from
campus $67 50 mo. All Litil pd 293
6640

Guitar, mow. or elec. Any model
Amps & access. Brand new whls +
15 per cent, Call Jim at 2860667.
Fern: Couch I Dining rm table with 4
chairs. $25 each. Call 293.3680 or 286.
4759.
Old books, postcards, newspapers,
furniture, glassware, collectables of
all kinds. 957 Sp 1st.
Cycler Helmet never worn. Small 512
Brass like bed dble rnatress $25. Pick
up mounted tool box large metal $15.
G E auto washer works fine, yellow.
$25 Call 287 3125.

ROOM FOR RENT. Newly remodeled
w kitchen priv. 4 blocks to S.J S Non
smoker only. fin Month 287 3125
2 Bedroom Apt. for Rent Furnished,
S140 mo 6SS 11th St Close to campus
Phone 297 3766

Need Girl, Jan, IS, to share house i1
block from SJSC. 546 50 mo. 287-3929
Rent Furnished Eichler Home 3
Bedrrn. 2 bath Feb. 1 to Jun 1,4 mts.
Willow Glen area. 269 6954
1 or 2 Girls to share 3 Bdrrn apt w-3
Others girls. spr sem. 550 5 11th St.
Call 294 2426 All elec kit & Fan, rm.
Men-Close to Campus, Clean, Quiet.
Grad upper div Single Rooms w.kit.
Priv Call 295 8781 295 2355.
Quiet Girl-Pam n Studio Apt. Utilities
paid, laS.00 mo Near SJS, Shown Feb.
1st. 286 1831,
Male Roommate notate for Spring
Sem to share lg. 1 bdrm, apt. modern
2 blks. from campus. $65. UPPer dip. &
Studious. 294-7241.

TV’s FOR RENT, free service, free
delivery in San Jose area; no contract
Esche’s 251 2598
MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE annuli
liability rates 0 125cc 528; 176cc.200c
836, 201cc 450cc 54, 451cc-600cc 862
Mr Neal 371 1877
EXPERIENCE THESIS TYPING
ELECTRIC Master’s Reports Dis
serrations. Marianne Tamberg, 1924
Harris Ave Call 371 0395, San Jose.
TYPING, IBM Elec, exper, editing
Former English teacher. PU
deliver Call Mary Bryner, 744444,
after 6 00.
TYPING thesis, term papers, etc.
experienced and FAST!! Phone 26000/a.
LOOKING FOR A PLACE to live?
Better hurry! Limited spaces avail
able in the College residence halls.
Applications may be picked up in the
housing office 319 So. 15th Sr. no. 6.
HELP SELF BY HELPING OTHERS
$5.00 S4000 MO. FOR EILOOD’OR
PLASMA. PRESENT STUDENT
ACTIVITY CARD FOR 1st. TIME.
$1.00 BONUS CALIF. BLOOD BANK,’
35 S. Almaden SA PH. 2941535 (Op
Oosite Greyhound Depot).

ROOM.Men singles or doubles.
Furnace heat, wall to wall carpet.
quiet. 406 South 11th,

SURPLUS and GOODIES, Field
Jackets, Pea Coats, Bell Bottom
Pants, Clothing, Poly foam, Camping
supplies, Back.Pack gear, Boots, and
other far out items BARGAIN CITY,
260 N. 1st St Mrs 10 6, Thurs Ill 9.
Closed Sunday.

Getting Married? Beautiful 2 pc
diamond wedding set: written
appraisal at $750; asking 5350; terms;
252 4318.

Female Roommate Needed to share 3
Bedroom, 2 bath apt. w-3 others. Call
243 6766,

LUNCH COUNTER. Chrgstanada
Natural Foods 35S 4th Open 7 dayS, 9
a.m. to 7 p.m 287 5410

B ICYCLE
Girls, 3 Speed, 26 inch
(Full Size) in Good Coryntion. $40 281.2157.

Female Roommate needed to share 2
bdrm apt w 2 others. Need car.own
room 560 mu, Call Sue-Gato. 295.5738.

Put Your Hands on my ’66 Yamaha.
107 cc twins you’ll never let go. Only
$175. Call Phil 2899681 eve.

Female Roommate Needed. Spring
Semester. 555 mo. Pool. Parking.
Across from Campus 315 E. San Fernando, No 14, 275.9448.

CHRISTANADA NATURAL FOODS.
Ginsegg, vitamins minerals, Snack
bar, organic grains. organic produce,
Juice bar Yoga literature, macro.
biotic food, cook books, spiritual
books. incense. 35 S. 4th St. Open 7
7 pm 287-5410..
days, 9 a m

’36 R.E. Indian 750 cc. Rebuilt Engine
& Transmission Call 291-5280. Fan.
tastic Bargain!,

Get instant relief from the grade
waiting syndrome!! On sale NOW in
GRADE CARDS. Buy them while they
last.
SKIS (Head) For Sale. 210 Standard:
Marker toe, flex cable Size 12 Boots.
ALL 575 Call Wes, 295 2657,
ROSEMOUNT
SKI
BOOTS
( fastbacks) Excel cond. site 10.12 69S.
264.0125
/MP WARM ill
13.00 Per hr., Male & Female Need
Money for food, rent, books, car? If
you are willing to work, we pay 3.00 hr.
After qualifying require care & neat
11ppear. Fuller Brusn Co. 225.5513.
DRIVER: FULL OR PART TIME, Ice
Cream, Soft Drink Vending Routes. 30.
50 percent Comm 358 N Montgomery.
9 11 a m 297 4228
HELP NEEDED: Students who wish
to earn 5100 500 per month part time
Call 253 6101.
Male Students: neat appearing, inside
sales, work until Spring finals, parttime, eves. 8. Sat. Salary, Interviews
210 5 15t St, Rm 207 10A 4P.
BUSBOY! DAYS lOarn 3pm apply in
Person Loft Town 8 Country Village
San Jose
Swim coach needed for period April
thru Sept. 1971 for AAU Swim &
Racquet Club. Additional Employ
rnent available as life guard & Swim
instructor if desired. Phone 252.2940 Or
744 1691 or mail resume to suite 142707
Moorpark Ave San Jose 95128
S.

FOUND . Little red brown puppy.
Male, black tipped tail and ears. Jan.
4th 12th & San Carlos. 287 5039
LOST Cat vicinity of 5th and Reed.
Black and gray Tabby. Lost Xmas
eve 378 7062,
LOST: SMALL Beige Female Cat.
Jan. 1. "Bernie". PLEASE Call 297.
3741 or bring to 483 San Fernando.
HOUSING 161
Very nice room In exchange for light
household duties. Non-smoker female
only. 4 blks to SJS. Call 287-3125 after
5.03

FEMALE ROOMMATE
liberal.
studious, Upper div. $60 mo. 2 bdrm,
pool. 54.0 S. 10th No. 7 Jan or Della 297
7180.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 21
25. Own bdrm, 597 mo Royal Lanai
pool, nonsmoker. Call 259 7621
Liberal Female Roommate Needed
lrnrned. Prefer up div own Rm. in 3
Bdrrn apt. Near Campus, S63.33 mo
Call 295 6589,
Wanted: 1 or? Female Roommates to
share apt. w.2 others. 545.mo. 294 1560
Small S bdrm. apt. & sm. 3 bdrm. apt.
5150 and 518$ 628 S. 10th St. 292-6723.
Duplex for rent, turn. 2 bdrm., w w
cots, quiet upper die or grad. Students
preferred 1085 12th Call 775 8394.
Considerate girl needed to share 1
bdrm apt with 2 others. Royal Lanai
$51 Ask for Diane 2S9-1621,
Male roommate needed for house, own
room. 560 per month. Spring sem. Call
298 0700
Female roommate needed for large 2
bedroom apt with pool. Upper division
& non smoker. $52,50 Call 289,8170.
For. Studio Apt, women only, 298-3502
block to college $65, utilities
included.
Get instant relief from the grade
waiting syndrome!: On sale NOW in
the Spartan Bookstore are Circle K
GRADE CARDS. Buy them while they
last
Need I or 2 female roommates. Please
call Peggy. 295-4159. We will look for
our apartment together.
Male roommate needed. Would like to
share turn 2 bdrm apt w.1 other
clean, mature person. Pool. $67.50 ea
George 796-69130
2 girls to share 2 bdrm 2 bath apt. at
$57.50 mo Palace Apts. 295.7603 Ask
for Sharon or Lisa.
House for ent. 3 born, Girls only. So.
12th St S275 per mo. References. 656
7911.
I or 3 male up. div. needed to share a
beautiful large? bdrrn. apt.
DI, to
campus. 5411 & up a mo. 292 7669.

Business Minded Couples. Opportunity
to formulate a wholesale retail busi.
ness. Own business Investment less
than $100 3 rm, qualification period.
Send brief resume Write "OPP,
tunity" 3783 Underwood Dr. No. 1 S...1..
Calif. 95117
SPECIAL STU
TV’S FOR RENT
DENT RATE- $9.00 per month. Call
377 2935
"Proofreading 248 6522 "
Get instant relief from the grade
waiting syndrome!! On sale NOW in
the Spartan Bookstore are Circle K
GRADE CARDS. Buy them while they
last.
Will do end of semester housecleaning
for you Reasonable rates. Call Jackie
or Linda 286 6187.
Pflii.011ALS 181
Discouraged? Under Pressure? Need
Help? Get the Daily Habit of Calling
DIAL PEACE OF MIND 294 ;333. (3
min.)
What is Surfing All About? Who is Tom
Candy? What about an SJS Surf Club?
Happy birthday THE NANCE!
Twenty one biggees You reached that
hill, now you move over it That’s
Crawford here
GRADUATION TICKETS NEEDED:
2 or more. Will pay S2.50 ea. 297.341
mm 1200. after 7 p.m or leave menage.
Could Tom Candy be the illegitimate
son of Troy Donahue
Earl Owens Congrats on 9th Wecklins
Anniversary i yngst son’s 2nd
birthday Best wishes to wife +
Family Honest is Best Policy. 2950434
Love Always to Fran and Pam from
MG and M
litANSPC016110N
STUDENT
TRAVEL,
TRIPS,
CHARTERS. EUROPE, ORIENT,
WORLD Wr te. ST 0.PP 215C Shat
tuck Berkeley CA 94704
or se
TRAVEL AGENT
S269 L.A. to Europe 6 16 to9 158.630 to
93 Large savings on cars & charter
flights to Israel. Greece & most other
countries Dr French (213) 277 5700
care of Sierra Travel of Beverly Hill
9875 Santa Monica Blvd

HOUSE FOR RENT, LARGE? Bdrm.
turn GIRLS ONLY 560 head. 4
persons, 656 S. 9th, 786 2837.

Attract. 4 Ildrm Willow Glen Home
has 2 Bdrrn, Avail, Fully turn. Incl.
stereo, TV, Washer, Dryer Prefer to
share w 2 amiable girls Free food or
negot rent for light housework.
Strictly platonic scene desired. Rent
570. Call or come by Gary.John, 2665719, 1065 Pine Ave.

61 VW Completely rebuilt, must sell,
5500. Call Connie after 4 30 at 2476643.
Have a nice day

MAellf ROOMMATE NOW to share
room $50 month. Call Mario Chacon or
Neil Murray After 6 p.m. or Before 10
ern 244,3117.

For Rent. Office with adloining photographic dark room One half block
from library. Exc location for school
affiliated business office. $60 me

Need ride to Illinois or New Mexico
during Sent break. Will share ex
penses & help drive. Call 227 1859.

1960 PORSCHE 5-90, MUST SELL!
Good coed . needs some work.
S1500 00 Cash only. 371 4886 bbbbb 5.30
p

Male roommate needed, to share w.1
other. Completely turn. 1 bdrm Apt.
$67.50. Call Eric after 3-00395.4579 or
stop by 351 S. 11th No. 8.

STUDIO FOR RENT. Furnished.
Separate A.E K Large, Clean, Quiet
752 Se 9th No 3. 297 8653,

Desperately need ride to Corvallis or
vicnt Sent. Break. Will s ere gas.
Phone Carolyn 2939396

FAR OUT! 1963 Lambretta 150
Freaky looking but RUNS GREAT.
Such a deal Only 599.37 Call Jack 266.
6847

Girls. Porn. apt. 2 bdrrn.
blk. SJS.
bathe Freshly deco.
Very clean.
419$. 10th St, Modern. 9 30 a m 2 00
P.m.

CYCLE 125 cc ’68 Moto Guzzi. Only
2500 orig miles exc coed well built.
S200 Call Jim 295 9722.

MALE ROOMMATES NEEDED.
Share? Bdrrn. Apt. with? others dose
to campus S45. EACH After 6 00 PM
’497 2514.

cmav. oreenoriar Mini Bus Excel
lent Condition. S5S0, Phone 297.0605
After 4 00 P
’OS Plymouth, Good Condition. Radio,
heater, VS automatic 5150. Call Lynn
297 6150

Functional Transportation ready to
transport 1961 Comet 4 Dr Sedan.
5100 327 6100

1. New cars starting from $1,795.00.
2. Over 100 quality, guaranteed domestic and
foreign used cars.
3 Complete lease program. (New cars under
$50.00 monthly).
4 Complete rental service $6.00 daily, 6c a
mile, "Free Gas".
5 Complete body and fender -foreign and
domestic -free estimates. Loaners available.
6 Complete transmission service -standard
and automatic -overhauled for as little as
$99.50.
7. Expert tune up service-domestic and foreign
for as little as $5.95 labor.

CALL

MANAGER,19144 Brookview Drive, Saratoga.

or write to:SHOW

LOST 6145 IOUND

your
!pm bug

71
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AU106110111f ill

375 Se. Market
7

79 S. 5th.

Fre*
le kittens to a good home.
6 wks. old; 3 males? all black, 1 grey)
1 female (calico) Call 377 9708.

RATIONAL EMOTIVE THERAPY
by
presented
WORKSHOP
HUMANIST COMMUNITY OF SAN
JOSE led by Dr. Royce Jones. Jan. 15.
Fri. 745 pm. at the Community
Room, Ill No Market St., SJ. $2.00
Contribution. Call 294 5017 for addi.
tenet information

* Star Motor

245 SOUTH FIRST
P.onins 4,,d Cov.lsous Shry,44

p.m., C.U. Pacifica. Slide
show of the chateau of
France.
Seminar on Nonviolence, 7
p.m., Jonah’s Wail. "Training in Nonviolence."
San Jose Liberation Front
7:30 p.m., Newman Center

ZERO POPULATION GROWTH will
rneet Wed, Jan, 6 at 7 p.m in the
Almaden Room of the College Union.
The meeting will include the reorganization of the chapter Dr. Hewlet Lee,
Palo Alto Medical Center, will speak
on Vasectomy Attitudes and Prac
All
Free refreshments.
flees
WELCOME

EXPER. IN SENSITIVITY ENCOUNTER presented by HUMANIST COMMUNITY OF SAN JOSE 8 p.rn., Fri.,
22 Jan., 738 No. 2nd., SJ, S2.00 Contr.
Call 294 5017 for additional informe
tion

For Students
And Faculty

* Comoros
* Projectors

nEvnnPiNG .

TODAY
Campus Ambassadors, 11
a.m. and Noon, C.U. Almaden. Bible Study.
Baptist Student Union,
Noon, C.U. Manzanita.
Seminar curriculum for the
new term will be discussed.
Cercie Francais, 3:30

10%
Discount

SPECIAL DISCO(INT

J

Spartaguide

BRIDAL FESTIVAL

Spartan Daily Classifieds

FREE HERB TEA at the Christanada
Natural Foods Open 7 days, Rant 7
P itt 35 S Ith St 287 5410.

ADMIN ISTR ATOR W ’TROUT POW ER -The greatest
amount of influence Ombudsman Ralph Poblano can exert is
the weight of words. Poblano investigates and negotiates
complaints. Solutions to problems are worked out by a
reconciliation of the complaining parties.

For Engaged Girls

at Kawasaki 300 AISS fast, extras,
street or Trail Going to Europe Feb. 4
1400 or offer Call Pat at 289 816i

Ildrm. Iva bath ty-sv cuts, drapes,
A.E.K, very clean enclosed parking,
5190 598 So, 9th 287-2854, 286.1350.

.3 female rmmates. needed for Sp.
semester 2 bOrrn, 2 bath, pool, IS
552.50 ma 555S 10th No B 295 4409
Avail Jan

100 SAll 131’

lg., clean, quiet 2
Male to
bedroom apt w 1 other Studious
mature, clean $87.50. 374 N. 5th No 1
287 2492, Dan.

OLD PICKLE BARRELS Sill each,
call Larry after 3 at 298 6659 or call
Lou at 295 9967

Attractive rooms w kitchen priv 865
mo 995 9th Also girl to manage no
work involved. $35 mo. Senior or
graduate. Must live in 295 Me.

1 Male roommates needed to share
room in large 3 bdrm, 2 bath house.
Large backyard, Big Kitchen, well.
kept house SSO per month 339 North
7th or call 298 3733 Ask for Warren

FAST ACCURATE, Experienced
typist, can Edit. Four miles from
campus Mrs Aslanian 296-4154.
STUDENT TYPING In my home
Fast, accurate, minor editing Mrs.
Baxter, phone 2116501
AUTO INSURANCE. Annual liability
8.1. 8. PPD.) Married or Single age 24
& over $89 Married 21 12 S148 Mr. Toll
241 3900
STEREO’S FOR RENT: Portable or
console tree delivery, free service. no
contract Esche’s 251 2598

CLASSIFIED RATES

3

Too Airs

days

lour inn

Five days

lines

1.5"

2.00

2.25

2.40

2.50

4 lines

2.00

2 SO

2.75

2.90

3 00

5 lines

2.50

3 00

3.25

3 40

1.50

6 lines
Add I,s
amount lot
each addi
Donal line

3.00

3.50

3.75

3.90

4.00

.S0

.50

.50

.50

.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
O

Announcements II)
0 aulomolve (2)
1. Lille al

o

Help Wanted (4)
Housing (5)
U Leal sad Need (I)

EUROPE - ISRAEL EAST AFRICA,
student travel discounts Contact
1.S.C.A. representative Fred, 415.6431857. Hrs. 1.62536 Regent St. Berkeles

Phone
294-6414,
Ext. 2465

Na refunds on cancelled ads Punt your ad here.

(Count approximately
Oct dAy

Need a ride from Los Altos Hills
SJS. Will share gas. Now and ne
semester. Call eve. 948-9735. Haruyo

1 Preonele (7)
(j &mica III
U Trolopotottoo (11)

Print Name

39

letters and spaces for each line)

for,

AdIrss

Foriosed Is

City

Phone

SEND CHECK, miner ’ROTA, II CASH TO. SPARTAN DAILY cussinass
99154
SAPI JOSE STATE cni 17"f. CALIF.
piens*, allow two days ’Min placing ad for It to appear

